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Section I
Introduction,
Guiding Principles
& Existing
Conditions
The conclusions set forth are based upon information provided by public records, town officials, business owners, market
and demographic data obtained by Rose & Associates Southeast, Inc. Neither an appraisal nor title search was performed
for the Study Area or any specific property in preparing this report. While the information included herein is believed to be
accurate, no warranty or representation, expressed or implied, is made as to the information contained herein, and is
submitted subject to omission, change of market conditions, or other factors outside the scope of this report or the author’s
control. This report is the property of Rose & Associates Southeast Inc., and shall not be duplicated without written
permission, all rights reserved, 2012.
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1.1 Introduction & Methodology
Rose & Associates Southeast, Inc. was retained by the Town of Davidson, NC to complete a review of
prior studies and conduct an economic analysis resulting in the creation of an Economic Development
Strategic Plan for the Town of Davidson, NC, (“Study Area”). The Davidson Civic Investment
Commission acted as the community’s advisory committee in this effort, together with the Town Board
of Commissioners and the Town staff. We would like to thank them, as well as the citizens, business
leaders and stakeholders who provided input in crafting this plan. Davidson is located in northern
Mecklenburg County, NC approximately 20 miles north of downtown Charlotte. The purpose of this
study is to identify the dynamics of the local economy and real estate markets in framing an economic
development strategic plan to ensure economic sustainability for the community.
The foundation of the Economic Development Strategic Plan is based on the Livability Themes and
Goals identified in the 2010 Davidson Comprehensive Plan and provides an important connection
between the summary of the work of hundreds of citizens (the Comprehensive Plan) and the economic
strategies related to market conditions, transportation networks, and land development opportunities.
Phase I - Interviews & Data Review. Section I includes findings based upon a tour of the community,
demographic and economic data collection, and interviews conducted with town staff, civic and
community leaders and stakeholders, individually or in group meetings. Further to provide informational
background, we also reviewed recently completed plans, reports and studies made available including: the
Davidson Comprehensive Land Use Plan, the Davidson Marketing & Branding Plan, the Downtown
Parking Plan, notes from the Public-Private Partnership (Downtown Davidson, Inc.) meeting and
preliminary reports regarding the Red line Task Force and the Downtown Davidson Station Area Plan.
The outcome of this phase will provide the guiding principles for the community as it relates to economic
development and understanding as to its economic assets (Section I).
Phase II - Summary Market & Economic Assessment. These sections provide an initial qualitative
market assessment to assist in framing an outline plan that is market driven and subject to industry best
practices and community input. Every community has a culture defined by socio-economic and political
dynamics which are often identified during these stakeholder interviews. In addition to utilizing baseline
demographic data, projections and conventional market demand analysis, the report also incorporates
local lifestyle patterns and economic drivers such as employment and household characteristics to
determine market potential, economic opportunities and factors which may impact success. The outcome
of this phase provides an understanding of the intersection between economic development and land use,
particularly in the existing commercial areas, such as the exit 30 gateway and the downtown (future
commuter rail station area).
Phase III - Strategic Plan. This is a prescriptive plan with tools and resources found in best practices
from other communities and organizations. The plan incorporates tasks which support the guiding
principles and are integrated into the economic elements of a sustainability model. It also provides case
studies of operation in action and performance measures which allow the community to benchmark its
progress.
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1.1 Introduction & Methodology
A combination of methodologies were utilized in developing this report. The analysis and forecasting of market
data, which includes demographic and population estimates, together with economic and employment
estimates, is both art and science. All market research analysis begins with US Census Bureau data – which has
limitations as to both accuracy and timeliness. Nonetheless, the data provide a benchmark as much for a
retrospective look as a prospective one. Three factors must be considered when looking exclusively at
demographic data: the role of economic drivers that are a departure from past trends; growth from primary
centers spilling over into outlying areas (i.e., “sprawl”); and constraints due to availability of land physically and
legally suited for such development. Therefore, a number of methodologies are utilized in our work, including
but not limited to, Economic Base Analysis, Gap Analysis, Central Place Theory and Highest & Best Use
Analysis. They are described as follows:
Economic Base Analysis is used to understand what drives a regional or local economy and determine
real estate demand. The underlying theme suggests that jobs drive demand for real estate: in other words,
for every job that is created, a multiplier effect increases overall employment, thus increasing both
population and income within an area benefiting from such job growth. The corresponding growth (or
decline) in jobs, population and income correspond to demand for various commercial and residential
uses of real estate. There are two types of jobs: those which export their goods and services outside the
community (basic employment), and those which service the local community (service or non-basic
employment). Therefore, companies seeking to locate in the area with basic jobs are the goal of most
economic development officials. These companies occupy both office and industrial space and are the
catalysts for subsequent growth in housing and retail. Demographic elements such as education and
income influence also influence workforce development, housing and consumer expenditures.
Gap Analysis is used to incorporate the existing and planned supply to the demand model, thus
determining any gaps (undersupply or oversupply) in the market. From this gap, estimates regarding
capture and absorption can be determined to understand the depth of the market.
Highest & Best Use is used to determine the most appropriate use of land, given the underlying
economic base. Highest & Best Use, as defined in The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal , is:
The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property, which is physically possible,
appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in the highest value. The four criteria the Highest
& Best Use must meet are legal permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility and maximum
profitability.
Using the Highest & Best Use concept a site is analyzed “As if Vacant.” The premise of the concept is
that an analysis of all reasonable alternative uses will identify the use that yields the highest present land
value, after payments are made for labor, capital, and coordination, and, therefore, is the Highest & Best
Use. The use of a property is based on the assumption that the parcel of land is vacant or can be made
vacant by demolishing any improvements.
Note: Highest & Best Use Analysis is site specific and is limited in our scope with targeted and/or catalyst site analysis.
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Central Place Theory (CPT) is utilized to evaluate commercial feasibility and trade area. The underlying
theme of CPT is that the location decisions of retail and office establishments are driven by rent
maximizing forces. That is, providers of goods (retail) and services (office/retail) will locate where they
believe they can maximize profits. CPT suggests that certain locations are more “desirable” than others,
primarily due to the location of existing businesses or drivers that are already attracting customers. This
means that there are “central places” with varying degrees of magnitude that attract such customers. The
fundamental theme of CPT is that commercial/retail locations are spatially interdependent, implying that
growth is not random, but ordered and rational. Therefore, CPT relies on three basic concepts:
1. Threshold population: Businesses need a certain number of customers to break even. The threshold
population refers to the number of persons, households or income of a target customer group. When
the population density is known, this can be expressed in terms of a trade or service area. Most
retailers know what their thresholds are, and it is common for them to specify minimum site
requirements in terms of population, households, income and customer type (by age, occupation,
etc.) within certain radial distances around a specific site. The trade area for this analysis includes
typical benchmarks for determining threshold consumer or employee populations.
2. Higher vs. lower order of goods and services: Goods and services with low thresholds are
identified as having a lower order of goods (e.g., gas stations, eating/drinking establishments, beauty
salons, etc.), or also referred to as convenience-oriented locations. Those with high thresholds are
identified as having a higher order of goods (e.g., shopping malls, hospitals, office parks, etc.), also
referred to as destination-oriented locations. The location of higher order goods and services may
influence the location of lower order goods and services. This is often seen where retail/office uses
will cluster together around certain centers of influence or demand generators such as regional malls,
large shopping centers, hospitals and business parks or major employment centers.
3. Trade area or “range” of goods and services: Demand for a good or service is constrained to a
limit or “range” (measured in terms of distance or drive time) beyond which customers will not travel
to a specific store location. Therefore, demand for most goods/services decreases with distance or
travel (drive) time from a central place or specific location. The existence of competitors (supply)
diminishes the range and more accurately determines the actual market area for a good or service.
This concept is also true for major employment centers as it relates to employee commuting time. The
market or trade area will also vary according to street patterns and population density. However, not
all businesses seek to maximize distance from competitors, but rather cluster together to attract more
customers to create a destination, than if they were to distance themselves from each other.
Together, these concepts determine that a business seeking to maximize accessibility and profits will select
one location over another and be willing to pay higher (or lower) rents for a specific location.
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1.1 Introduction & Methodology
A Case for Sustainability. We believe that sustainability applies to more than just the environment. It
pertains to the ways we live as a society, our economy, the ways we develop the land, as well as
determine its highest and best use. Each community should consider not only economic development,
but long term economic sustainability which include environmental and social components into an
integrated sustainability plan. Such a community collaboration provides a holistic approach to reliable
prosperity that can eliminate the silo thinking common in real estate development, transportation and
land use planning.
The model below provides an overall community approach which integrates the three common
elements of sustainability: the environment, society and the economy. The economy is driven by
capital which contributes to community wealth. The four areas below contributing to the economy
focus on bioregional economies, local economies, progressive business and household economies.

This model is from http://www.reliableprosperity.net/ ; however variations by EcoTrust have been created and are
believed to be adapted from a European model of sustainability.
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1.2 Guiding Principles
Guiding Documents & Resources - a community perspective.
A significant number of efforts over the years have resulted in a comprehensive vision for the
community as stated in the Town’s Vision statement “Davidson is a town that has long been

committed to controlling its own destiny as a distinct, sustainable, and sovereign
municipality. Our town’s sense of community is rooted in citizens who respect each other; in
racial and socioeconomic diversity; in pedestrian orientation; and in the presence of a liberal
arts college. We believe our history and setting guide our future.”
Two core values associated with this vision statement that directly relate to economic sustainability
include:


Davidson’s historic mix of people in all income levels and ages is fundamental to our community, so
town government will encourage opportunities, services, and infrastructure that allow people of all
means to live and work here.



Davidson’s economic health is essential to its remaining a sustainable community, so town
government will judiciously encourage and guide the location of new business opportunities.

This was further communicated most succinctly in the 2010 Comprehensive Plan, adopted August 10,
2010. The input captured in the document from a broad range of citizens, leaders and college students,
provides the best starting point for the Guiding Principles discussion. The resulting targeted growth plan
(Chapter 4, p. 71) prescribes that “A preferred growth framework is an economically balanced model that builds on
the town’s assets and sustains quality of life for residents. This model must determine an appropriate mix of land uses to
accommodate and shape the town’s future population and commercial growth. The town should be intentional in
determining the location and character of future development. The Livability Themes and goals described in Chapter 3
provide criteria for a preferred growth framework.”
The Themes for Livability (Chapter 1, p.13) primarily connected to economic development include:
 Create Diverse Business and Job Opportunities - that builds on local assets while protecting against
threats to the community’s quality of life.
 Maintain Quality Design and Sound Planning Principles - which are reflected in meaningful
architecture and land development.
Additional secondary Themes include:
 Promote Cultural, Socioeconomic and Age Diversity - for promoting broad workforce opportunities
across a wide wage spectrum.
 Provide Sustainable and Healthy Choices for Transportation, Food and Energy Use - for promoting
transportation assets and options for both business operations and employee ease of access.
 Enable Faithful Stewardship of the Natural and Historic Resources - for providing clustered business
and economic development opportunities, thus synergy while preserving open space and the rural
landscape to mitigate sprawl development and diluted investment.
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1.2 Guiding Principles


Continue to Provide Effective and Efficient Public Services - for providing the appropriate
public infrastructure necessary to business investment, growth and development.

Other plans and studies that incorporated the input, commentary and opinions of both the resident
and business community, as it relates to economic prosperity includes the following:






Branding & Marketing Plan, May 2010
Downtown Davidson Meeting - Public Private Partnerships, March 2011
Parking Study, April 2011
Station Area Plan, pending 2012
Redline Task Force, pending 2012
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1.2 Guiding Principles
Guiding Principles for Economic Development
Many of the recommendations from prior efforts, particularly from both the parking and marketing
studies, have since been implemented. These documents, together with commentary from interviews with
key elected officials, business leaders and community stakeholders provide the background information in
support of guiding principles for economic development, which in turn forms the basis for the
implementation plan. These principles will assist in defining those key economic development strategies
which should be implemented for the Town of Davidson consistent with the community’s Vision, Core
Values and Livability Themes.
Davidson is struggling with a number of conflicting views regarding economic development. In order to
be successful, economic development should provide a balance among those who resist change and those
who believe that change is necessary for long term sustainability. In Davidson it is necessary to balance:
 Davidson’s preservation of the past and present needs
 Housing with commercial development and resulting tax base
 Living and working environments and resulting services
 Automobile orientation with the needs of the pedestrian
 Community aesthetics with economic realities
 Regulatory ordinances and a business friendly environment
 Maintaining rural open space with higher density in the built environment
 Housing product to meet a wide range of price points, incomes and needs
 Single-family housing with a range of multi-family options
Economic Development for Davidson
Based upon the vision, assets and opportunities that would best benefit Davidson, the result should
expand to something beyond quality of life and place-making to creating quality of community. Therefore,
the goal for a sustainable economic development plan is for Davidson to become as attractive a place
to bring/start/grow a business as it is to live here.
The Guiding Principles below are intended to guide community wealth and reliable prosperity for all
citizens, while honoring the vision, values and livability to move Davidson forward toward a sustainable
economy:







Create an enabling environment by providing a process by which business can start or locate and grow
here, while preserving our quality of community life and small town character.
Leverage assets by encouraging new investment where the community has already provided public/
private investment and infrastructure.
Build value from within by supporting those businesses or assets who have been a long term
contributor to our community.
Reposition Davidson within the regional economy by leveraging our intellectual capital to allow
expansion of business interests to attract investment and enhance the livability of our community (and
not detract from it).
Establish measures of performance by creating benchmarks and promoting accountability in reaching
our goals.
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1.3 Existing Conditions
Our Community Assets
The following are the primary elements contributing to community wealth which assist in understanding
the value of a community’s assets:


Residential Migration - Whether driven by job growth, quality of life, or retirement, in-bound
residential migration grows the population, households and capital flow within a community.



Tourism - While the most obvious opportunities include attractions and
recreation, a number of cultural, historical, arts and entertainment venues
or events may result in additional fiscal revenue for the community, either
directly or indirectly.



Community Capital - How can discretionary income and local savings,
both short-term savings and long-term savings, be tapped for local
economic expansion?



Imports & Exports - The foundation of economic base underscores the
difference between high paying jobs that export goods and services, and
local service jobs, both important in the local economy.

Regional Assets
The 2010 Census highlights North Carolina’s steady position as the fastest growing
state in the southeast and one of the fastest growing in the nation. It moved up from the 11th
largest state in 2000 to the 10th largest state in 2010. Charlotte is now the 18th largest city in
the US. The assets for the Charlotte region (CBSA) are highlighted below and more fully
detailed in the 2011 Charlotte Chamber Benchmark report:
http://charlottechamber.com/clientuploads/Economic_pdfs/BenchmarkCLT2011.pdf













Charlotte-Douglas International Airport - hub for US Airways, ranked 7th in the US
Highway Transportation Network - Interstates 77, 85, 485 and 40
Multimodal Transportation including air, highway, bus and rail.
A growing, dynamic New South City and Charlotte CBD
Labor Pool & Workforce - employment in a broad sector of industries/business
Available Land & Real Estate - at competitive pricing
Competitive operational costs, including utilities and tax rates
Quality of life ranked high in housing, education and recreation
Lake Norman, Lake Wylie and regional recreational venues, both passive and active
Sports, entertainment and cultural venues
Regional shopping venues including Concord Mills, a top tourist destination
Access to mountains and beaches
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1.3 Existing Conditions
Community Assets
Davidson’s growth within the Charlotte region positions itself uniquely among the Lake
Norman communities. Davidson as a small college town, has enjoyed exceptional prosperity in the form
of rising home values, household income and net worth, compared to its neighbors. Davidson’s assets are
most closely related to its quality of life:
Accessibility and proximity to all of the above regional assets
Education Institutions - Davidson College; public, private and charter schools
Housing - Mix of sizes and price ranges, including affordable housing
Historic Downtown - Vibrant and most beloved asset providing “small town character”

with

shops, farmers market, town green, popular events and public art

Infrastructure - Investments in roads, bike lanes, water, sewer, cable and greenways
Private investment - Development and employment including Ingersoll Rand and other

businesses located at exit 30 and in the downtown

Recreation opportunities along the lakefront, parks, ballfields and greenways
A highly engaged citizenry that is intellectually, socially and economically diverse
A strong faith and charitable community
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Section II
Market Analysis
A Demographic
&
Economic
Assessment
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2.1 Demographic Comparisons
To assist in gaining perspective of the relationship of Davidson to its environs, the market is evaluated
from a macro to micro view. These data are utilized to determine market factors for estimated demand
for commercial and other land uses, and the capture and absorption rate. There are three levels at which
data are collected to achieve this perspective:
1) Metro & Micro Areas – The Charlotte Metro region (Charlotte CBSA) includes six counties
surrounding the center city of Charlotte, including adjacent Mecklenburg, Iredell and Cabarrus
Counties;
2) County & Municipality - The Study Area is the Town of Davidson, which is in the northern most
section of Mecklenburg County, adjacent to the southern boundary of Iredell County to the north
and Cabarrus County to the east.
3) Trade Areas – The “Strategic Marketing & Development Plan” completed in 2010 by Arnette
Muldrow suggests that from a retail perspective, the primary trade area for Davidson is the 28036 zip
code and the secondary trade area includes the three towns that surround Davidson including
Cornelius, Huntersville and Mooresville. While this may be appropriate based upon retail survey data,
this report expands the trade area from an economic development perspective to include central
places and commuting distances for employment and other factors. Therefore a comparison view of
areas within a radius of or drive times around a primary intersection, estimated as typical/reasonable
commuting distances to/from employment and shopping based upon regional data for suburban/
rural communities.
Statistical Areas. The maps below provide a visual depiction of the various statistical areas throughout
the region. The Core Based Statistical Area (CBSA) represents both revised Metropolitan Statistical Areas
(MSA) and the new Micropolitan Statistical Areas. New metropolitan and Micropolitan statistical area
definitions were announced by the United States Office of Management and Budget based on application
of the 2000 standards with Census 2010 data. Metropolitan statistical areas have at least one urbanized
area of 50,000 or more population, plus adjacent territory that has a high degree of social and economic
integration with the core as measured by commuting ties. Micropolitan statistical areas are a new set of
statistical areas that have at least one urban cluster of at least 10,000 but less than 50,000 population, plus
adjacent territory that has a high degree of social and economic integration with the core as measured by
commuting ties. For the purposes of this study, statistical areas including County, Municipality and Trade
Areas were utilized.
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2.2 Demographic Analysis
Demographic Analysis - The basic element of any plan is the demographic makeup of the community,
past trends and future potential growth or contraction. In Section I - Existing Conditions, the Charlotte
region, where the town of Davidson is located is compared to the state and the nation. The data in this
analysis include 2010 US Census data and/or 2010 ESRI estimates (see Methodology) which utilize national
census data with local updates, North Carolina state data and other regional/local resources. Data are
also compiled from other state and federal sources. The details of these reports can be found in
Appendix B.
Population Growth. US Census figures estimate that Mecklenburg County and Davidson were among
the fastest growing in North Carolina from 2000 to 2010. The US population grew 9.7% overall, while
North Carolina grew 18.5%, with Mecklenburg County growing 32.2% and the Town of Davidson grew
by 53.3% to a total population of 10,944 residents according to
Census estimates.
US Census Population Growth

2000 - 2010

Area
2010 Population
USA
308,745,538
North Carolina
9,535,483
Mecklenburg Cty
919,628
Iredell Cty
159,437
Davidson
10,944

Growth Rate
9.70%
18.50%
32.20%
30.00%
53.30%

2010 US Census

Despite these estimates, it was the slowest growing compared to its
neighbors in Cornelius, Mooresville, Huntersville and the Charlotte MSA (see Appendix B). Davidson’s
population density is the second lowest among these areas.
Age Distribution. The distribution of ages continues to reflect national trends, as baby boomers age
and the number of seniors moving to the region continues to expand. In 2000 the US median age was
35.3 and grew to 36.7 by 2010. By contrast, the median age in Davidson was 31.1 in 2000 and is 33.2
currently. This increase is likely due to the expanding populations in the 45-54 and 55-64 age categories
making Davidson a popular place of
residence for empty nesters and baby
boomers. Nonetheless, the age
distribution continues to
demonstrate Davidson’s ability to
attract young families as well as baby
boomers. Growth in the younger age
categories remained the same or
shrunk over the past ten years, likely
primarily due to rising housing costs as well as limited job
opportunities in the community, which are needed to attract
younger age groups. It is interesting to note that a recent study by
the Brookings Institution ranks the Charlotte Metro area 7th in presenior population growth (55-64) from 2000 - 2008. These trends
impact both housing and the job market as we look to the future.
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2.2 Demographic Analysis
Racial Composition. The Diversity Index measures the probability that two people from the same area
will be from different race/ethnic groups. The US Index is 59.3, with the Charlotte MSA similar at 58.3.
With white populations above 80% in the north Mecklenburg towns, Davidson has a Diversity Index of
40.30, higher than that of Cornelius and Mooresville, but lower than that seen in Huntersville (42.80). As
families become more racially diverse, these figures will become more difficult to accurately assess.
Household Size. Davidson’s households continue to gradually shrink. The average household size in
2000 was 2.53 persons and by 2010 shrunk to 2.49 persons. This is fairly consistent with the surrounding
communities and the Charlotte MSA.
Household Income. The 2010 estimated average household
income in Davidson is $118,553, among the highest in the
Charlotte MSA, compared to the overall MSA figure of
$76,595. The disparities in income distribution become
evident in the chart below, which are further understood by
comparing the 2010 Census median household income
reported for each of the geographic areas. Further details can
be found in Appendix B.
Davidson HH Income

US Census Median Household Income
Area
Median HH Income
USA
$
51,914
North Carolina
$
45,570
Mecklenburg Cty $
55,294
Iredell Cty
$
48,962
Davidson
$
80,101

2006-2010
Persons below poverty Level
13.80%
15.50%
12.50%
12.40%
8.80%

Commuting Patterns. The estimated mean travel time to work for Davidson residents (age 16+) in
2010 was 22.6 minutes, with 47% of residents having a commute of 25-90 minutes from home. With
such a large percentage of the population traveling to other areas of the region to work, the resulting
traffic and transportation issues become evident. This raises two questions regarding regional
transportation: Do we build more transportation infrastructure to handle more commuters leaving the
area daily? Or, do we create more employment opportunities in the local community, closer to home?
Demographic Analysis Findings. The dynamics of Davidson’s demographic changes suggest
continued slow and steady population growth, aging population, shrinking household size and growing
incomes. The impacts of transportation patterns, as well as economic and housing fluctuations at the
national and regional level, will continue to influence population shifts, employment and resident
expectations in Davidson.
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2.3 Economic Assessment
Economic Assessment. The economic base of a community is reflected in its per capita and household
income, educational attainment, labor force and employment segmentation. Davidson’s economic vitality
is determined not only by rising incomes and housing values, but also by area employment segmentation
and job growth, which creates demand for other types of real estate. This demand provides rising
residential and commercial tax base resulting from such growth. Details of such commercial uses will be
further highlighted in Section III of this report.
Educational Attainment. The working population of 25+ by educational attainment provides insight
into skills of the local labor force. According to the 2010 Census data, 68% of the population holds a
bachelor’s degree or higher. The intellectual capital in Davidson is one of its greatest assets and make it
uniquely stand out among all other geographic comparisons. This is important to not only attract
companies to the region, but for entrepreneurship as well.
US Census Educational Attainment

Age 25 or above 2006-2010

Employment. According to data
Area
High School graduates
Bachelor's degree or higher
obtained from the North
USA
85.0%
27.9%
Carolina Department of
North Carolina
83.6%
26.1%
Employment Security (DES) the
Mecklenburg Cty
88.3%
40.0%
Charlotte Metropolitan area (six
Iredell Cty
84.5%
21.6%
counties) witnessed peak
Davidson
96.5%
68.0%
unemployment rates of 12.9% in
Jan-Feb. of 2010, with an average annual rate of 11.6% for 2010. Steady declines were seen in 2011 with a
low of 9.9% in November of 2011, finishing the year at 10.3% in December. Mecklenburg County faired
slightly better, peaking at 12.0% in February 2010 and
declining to 9.7% in November of 2011 and remaining
below 10% through the end of that year. However, the
County labor force also shrunk to 455,374 by the end of
2011. The Statesville-Mooresville area was more
dramatic. Peak unemployment rates reached 14.5% in
January 2010, followed by a steady decline to 10.4% by
December of 2011, while only growing the labor force
by 1,500 jobs.
Dec. 2011 Unemployment Rate

Quarterly figures from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
shows the following segmentation comparisons:
BLS 2010 Employed Population
Area
White Collar
Charlotte MSA
63.65%
Davidson
79.90%
Cornelius
76.60%
Mooresville
57.24%
Huntersville
74.78%

Age 16+ by Occupation
Blue Collar
22.13%
7.54%
11.23%
28.63%
13.66%

Estimates for 2010 suggest that 10.3% of Davidson’s population (16+) was unemployed. Of the
employed, 80% are employed in white collar occupations, and 7.5% in blue collar jobs, the lowest in the
region. The largest segment of workers in the white collar segment is Professional (36%) followed by
Management/Business/Financial (23%).
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2.3 Economic Assessment
Tax Base. The fiscal success of the community is dependent upon a sustainable balance of revenue from
property taxes, sales tax and operating
revenues. Review of the data provided by the
Town of Davidson reveals some notable
changes. Property tax revenues have shown
a
steady increase, though revaluation and tax
increases are the primary factors impacting
revenue growth. Meanwhile, Sales tax
revenue has shown decreases in 2009 and
2010, suggesting weakness in the retail
sector, due to the recession.
Financial Highlights. The Fiscal Year
2011-2012 Adopted Budget for the Town of
Davidson provides further details and can be found on the town’s website:
http://nc-davidson2.civicplus.com/index.aspx?nid=430
Property Taxes. The Mecklenburg County Assessor’s Office is responsible for managing tax collections.
In addition to the County tax, there are eight jurisdictions, including the unincorporated area of the county
that collects taxes. The tax rates for 2011-2012 below ranked highest to lowest:
Charlotte

Davidson

Pineville

Matthews

Huntersville

Mint Hill

Cornelius

Unincorp.

1.254

1.167

1.137

1.119

1.099

1.087

1.067

1.003

Whether Communities position themselves as the low cost alternative or charge a premium for doing
business in their community, both must demonstrate and communicate their value proposition to justify
these positions to attract business and investment.
Business Profile. The evaluation of local business includes an assessment of the lifecycle, or stage, and
size of the community’s businesses. As shown below, the dominant business establishments in
Mecklenburg County have less than 10 employees, while the employers providing jobs are establishments
of all sizes/
stages. The only
job growth that
occurred from
2007 to 2008 was
in Self employed
and Stage 1
establishments,
while stages 2, 3
and 4 all saw
declines during
this period. This explains the recent administration attention on small businesses, as they will fuel job
growth in the coming years. Davidson had an estimated 1,379 establishments in 2007. With the exception
of two major employers, Davidson College and Ingersoll Rand (stage 3), approximately 19 businesses are
stage 2 establishments, with the remainder of businesses being stage 1 or self-employed establishments.
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2.4 Economic Trade Areas & Tapestry Segments
Trade Areas. Trade areas identify the market potential for goods and services within an area. These assist
in determining threshold demographics such as population, income, workers, education and other factors
required to support various land uses. The primary target market for Davidson is within the region, as
companies seeking to locate here will draw from the region for employees and consumer dollars. While
some will visit or relocate from other regions of the state or areas of the country, the underlying demand
comes first from within the regional market.
The primary method for determining a trade area for data collection and real estate survey has become
commonly defined as a prescribed distance radius around a specific intersection/location. This is
predominately used to analyze threshold population and consumer dollars for retail uses. The secondary
method, becoming more common with urbanization and growing traffic volumes, is the drive-time
analysis. These trade areas are used for comparison purposes to identify thresholds and possible
imbalances. Drive time analysis evaluates the dynamics in a more urban environment where traffic
congestion can impact the time versus mileage traveled to determine customer trade areas. In other
words, consumers may choose locations based upon destination in time versus miles, depending on time
of day and traffic status.
Commuting patterns determine the ability for a company to attract employees.
Convenience oriented goods/services contemplate those goods/services that are local and
convenience oriented for those living and/or working in the immediate area such as within 1-5 miles; or 5
-10 minutes. Destination oriented goods/services contemplate a trade area that provides employment
opportunities and goods/services on a more regional level. This would include destination-oriented
goods/services such as specialty retail, major goods, entertainment/recreation venues and employment
centers. This would attract those within the local area as well as those from outside the area, with
distances in excess of 5-7 miles or drive times in excess of 15+ minutes.
For the purposes of this study, key intersections of the existing commercial areas of downtown and the
Exit 30 interchange area were evaluated. The difference of the two areas lies in the degree to which each
accommodate the automobile. The intersections of Depot & Jackson streets (aka Station Area) and/or
Main & Concord roads were reviewed at both .25, .50 and 1 mile radius, as well as 3, 5 and 7 minute drive
times. The area around the .25 and .50 mile radius provides insights for pedestrian activity, as this distance
is generally within a 5 - 15 minute walk. These areas also encompass the exit 30 gateway area and thus
have similar demographic characteristics. Additionally, the intersection of Davidson-Concord and
Highway 73 was reviewed at a 1, 3 and 5 mile radius, typical of auto-oriented retail. When considering its
impact on central places,
these trade areas assist to
identify the dynamics of
consumer behavior and
trends to determine retail
demand potential.

Radius & Drive Time Trade Areas - Davidson, NC
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Tapestry Segments - Targeting buyer lifestyle characteristics
Determining the depth of the market based on household growth projections is limiting, therefore, geodemographic segmentation, or lifestyle clustering, helps us understand that demographic variables exist
not only region to region but by neighborhoods and in sub-communities within each neighborhood as
well. This type of modeling is based on the premise that people tend to gravitate towards communities/
neighborhoods of relative homogeneity. Factors that go into clustering include age, income, education,
ethnicity, occupation, housing type and family status. Tapestry Segmentation™ identifies those
households with a preference for living in either rural or suburban areas versus urban neighborhoods. Of
65 total potential segments, the top segments in Davidson shown below include affluent young families
(Boomburbs), empty nesters (Exurbanites) and retirees (Old and Newcomers). Each has different buying
characteristics and consumer behavior that create demand for housing choices, as well as shopping,
recreation and entertainment preferences.


Boomburbs - The newest addition to the suburbs, Boomburbs communities are home to younger
families who have a busy upscale lifestyle.



Old and Newcomers - These neighborhoods are in transition, populated by those who are starting
their careers or are retiring.



Exurbanites - Open areas with affluence define these neighborhoods. Empty nesters comprise 40%
of these households, while married couples with children comprise 32%.

The Lifestyle Tapestry Report located in Appendix B further describes these lifestyles and assists in
providing further insights to inform economic development strategy in Davidson.

ESRI-STDB 2010, Davidson, NC
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Section III
Commercial
Land Uses
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3.1 Commercial Uses - Office & Industrial Potential
Economic Base and Commercial Land Use. Successful economic development strategies result in job
growth. Job growth creates demand for commercial real estate. These are subject to business recruitment
efforts and product availability attracting companies to Davidson. The region’s employment location
quotient, or percentage of US employment ratios that exceed base industry standards, identifies which
sectors contribute the greatest job and economic growth. Those with quotients greater than 1.00
demonstrate ratios higher than US averages and thus contribute to its economic base. Those below 1.00
are not primary drivers of the local economy. North Carolina and its comparison to both Mecklenburg
and Iredell County were reviewed. The most notable finding is that the top ranked economic driver for
each of these areas is NAICS 55-Management of Companies and Enterprises. Also notable is that both
Retail Trade (NAICS 44-45) and Accommodation & Food Services (NAICS 72) barely breached the 1.00
threshold in both North Carolina and Iredell County, but neither are an economic driver of Mecklenburg
County’s economy. Davidson’s primary driver is Educational Services (NAICS 61).
The table below compares the County and State data in determining the primary industries that drive each
area’s economic base:
Industry (2010 Average)

North Carolina

Mecklenburg County

Iredell County

NAICS 55 - Management of
Companies & Enterprises

1.35

2.93

3.45

NAICS 52 - Finance & Insurance

<0.91

2.00

<0.39

NAICS 42 - Wholesale Trade

1.03

1.37

1.11

NAICS 56 - Admin. & Waste

1.07

1.35

<0.89

NAICS 51 - Information

<0.86

1.50

<0.37

NAICS 31-33 - Manufacturing

1.29

<0.58

1.62

NAICS 71 - Arts, entertainment
& recreation

1.00

1.34

1.94

Quarterly Census - Location Quotient (source: US Bureau of Labor Statistics)
Demand Dynamics
The market potential for commercial real estate, including office and industrial uses, relies upon a number
of factors, including but not limited to, state and regional economic cycles, a business friendly
environment, workforce dynamics (wage, employment and job training), and central places (e.g. colleges,
hospitals or large employers) that are demand generators for complementary uses. For office uses,
demand indicators include estimated job growth in non-manufacturing sectors, while industrial uses rely
on job growth in manufacturing sectors. The two largest and primary employers in Davidson are
Davidson College (education) and Ingersoll Rand (management/manufacturing), followed by Harris
Teeter (retail) and JanPak (office/service). Recruitment of businesses that support and cluster existing
sectors such as management, services and education is a proven economic development strategy.
Providing competitive labor, capital, operating costs, materials and qualified locations will ensure
continued job growth in these sectors. While there are limited opportunities for manufacturing in
Davidson, vendors, suppliers and support services for these large employers could be accommodated
within a business environment that includes professional office space.
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Land Use Demand Potential
The successful recruitment of new businesses generally results in demand in the form of either office or
industrial space. Given Davidson’s quality of life attracting white collar residents, size, location and
current offerings for land/buildings, a capture rate of 5% of new county job growth might be expected
based upon current absorption within the submarket. Based upon annual average county job growth for
2010, and a capture rate estimated for Davidson, annual square footage demand estimates can be
projected using the County’s percentage of key employment sectors that correlate with typical land uses:
Annual Office & Industrial Demand Estimate
Mecklenburg County New Basic Employees (per year)
Economic Base Multiplier
New Total Employees
Capture in Davidson
New Total Employees in Davidson (per year)
Average # Office Employees
Average Office Space per Employee (S.F.)
Davidson New Office Space Demand (S.F.)
Average # Industrial Employees
Average Industrial Space per Employee (S.F.)
Davidson New Industrial Space Demand (S.F.)

2010

37.0%
8.0%

2,094
2.17
4,544
5%
227
84
204
17,149
18
364
6,616

Note: the balance (55%) of space demand in other sectors include retail,
medical, education, government and other uses.

Existing Supply - Office
Within the Charlotte MSA Davidson is located in the North submarket. This is among the smallest
submarkets in the region, and has one of the highest vacancy rates, according to the 4Q2011 Karnes
Report. Office offerings in this submarket include approximately 444,280 square feet with an average rent
of $19.99 per square foot. In Davidson, the existing supply of available office space is estimated at
approximately 89,930 square feet, with a three to four year market supply located in the three primary
commercial areas of exit 30, downtown and South Main Street with average rates similar to the submarket.
The primary commercial office buildings located within Davidson with available space include Davidson
30, Harbour Place, The Stowe Building, Davidson Cotton Mill and South Main Square.

Harbour Place, Davidson, NC
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Existing Supply - Industrial
Industrial space within the North submarket includes over 9 million square feet, with a current vacancy of
approximately 1,114,696 square feet, an estimated five year supply in the market. The primary industrial
areas of this submarket are located outside of Davidson, along/near the NC115 and US21 corridors in
Charlotte, Huntersville and Cornelius. Unlike the office
offerings, Davidson has limited industrial space offerings,
including flex space located in the Liburdi building on
Armour Street. Opportunities for industrial uses, such as
manufacturing, distribution or warehouse are limited in
Davidson given the offerings for space in the North
submarket, and additional offerings in the StatesvilleMooresville area, with lower rental rates, tax rates and
occupancy costs. Therefore, the cost competitiveness of
these areas compared to those in Davidson, there is
limited opportunity for this market segment. Supporting
uses such as small flex/warehouse space might be considered for suppliers and
vendors of larger facilities nearby. This information is useful in assessing existing and future industrial
uses within Davidson when determining maximum productivity for the highest and best use of locations.
See Appendix for detailed information.
Commercial Office & Industrial Market Findings
Bedroom communities do not focus economic development efforts on providing diversified (basic) jobs
and are limited to providing only housing and related retail. The current economic cycle will continue to
drive companies to the southeastern US in search of lower operating costs, skilled labor and the quality of
life characteristics found in this region. North Carolina is consistently ranked in the top ten states for
doing business, ranking #7 in the 2011 survey by Area Development, a site and facility planning
organization.
Therefore, Davidson could benefit from offering competitive business opportunities in key areas,
including at Exit 30 and in its downtown based upon estimated capture (see chart on previous page).
There are a number of product offerings for office space in Davidson, and a number of land parcels for
development and/or re-development are available at the Exit 30 area, in the north downtown area (Beaty
Street), and downtown as well as along the NC73 corridor, which provides opportunity for future growth
and development.
To grow and diversify business establishment types, stages and employment sectors, small scale
professional and medical office uses, with smaller footprints (i.e. not exceeding 10,000 s.f.) clustered
within primary commercial areas are recommended. These should be located in areas with existing
infrastructure such as Exit 30 and the downtown area, which is also limited by both parcel size and
parking availability. Development will strengthen these business districts to provide additional synergy
between government uses, restaurants and retail. This additional daytime population would support
restaurants, retail and other service businesses in these areas. As a result, the Town of Davidson could
emerge as a desirable and viable business location, by adding new office space within a traditional or,
where appropriate, a mixed-use development format. Additionally, incubator space or flex/light industrial
in appropriate locations for new emerging clusters may be considered to complement existing larger
industries.
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3.2 Commercial Uses - Retail Potential
Retail Supply
The Charlotte region is comprised of fourteen submarkets, including the North submarket. Among the
larger submarkets are Iredell and Cabarrus County, which are adjacent to Davidson and the North
submarket. These surrounding submarkets are host to over 11 million square feet of retail space. Exits 18,
25, and 36 currently serve as the regional shopping destinations for Davidson and the North submarket,
providing goods/services for a wide variety of categories. Retail vacancy dominates in the small
neighborhood center categories, which comprises most of Davidson’s retail along with specialty segments.
According to the midyear reports published in the second half of 2011, there is approximately 439,000
Charlotte Region Retail

square feet available or proposed in the North submarket
with net absorption of approximately 50,000 square feet,
resulting in an estimated nine year supply of retail space
in this submarket. Davidson’s offerings currently total
approximately 20,000 square feet of retail space, primarily in the
Davidson Commons (Harris Teeter Center at exit 30 circles) and
South Main areas.
Retail Employment
Retail Trade (NAICS 44-45) makes up nearly
12% of Iredell County and 10% of Mecklenburg County’s
current employment. In Davidson, 6% of its employment
is in Retail Trade.
Job creation is derived from business start-ups, growth of existing
businesses and attraction of business. While the primary goal is in other
sectors, some job creation might also occur with the growth of the
retail sector. A Marketing and Development Plan, prepared by Arnett
Muldrow and Associates for the Town of Davidson in May, 2010
showed that the citizens of Davidson have a high utilization rate of
the retail in town. The penetration rate into the towns of Cornelius,
Huntersville, and Mooresville is fair; however, beyond the four Lake
Norman towns the utilization rate is negligible. The study shows a
rather significant retail leakage mainly for the obvious reason – many
needs cannot be met from the limited retail that is found in
Davidson.
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Demand Dynamics
The demand dynamics for retail differ from office/industrial uses, as demand comes not only from job
growth, but population growth and disposable income. Within each trade area as earlier defined, there
are a number of components that determine which retail operators might find adequate demand for their
goods/services, or retail sales potential. The demographic benchmarks include population and
households, but most importantly disposable income to spend on those goods/services. Consumer
Expenditures outline the average dollars spent in any given category for those items on an annual basis
within a trade area.
The maps as shown on page 18 and in Appendix B offer a comparison view of the Downtown Station
area at a .25, .50 & 1 mile radius (pedestrian oriented) and the Davidson East area at a 1-3-5 mile radius
(auto-oriented) as typically described by retailers when defining threshold trade area criteria. A drive time
analysis is also considered for the downtown at 3-5-7 minute drive time intervals. These are used to
assess both demand and supply factors to determine gaps in the market for the major industry group
segments. The retail gap is defined not only by square feet, but the actual dollar expenditures within each
category for a given trade area. This is based upon national and regional data, including sales tax, to
define the supply. Negative values (surplus) suggest oversupply or a market where customers are drawn
in from outside the area, while positive values (leakage) indicate areas where customers are shopping
elsewhere, thus an opportunity for retail within a given trade area.
While there may be a retail gap in select categories, the potential income must meet the thresholds of per
square foot sales in the categories (as found in samplings from Dollars & Cents of Shopping Centers, an
annual trade publication which surveys retailers across the country in a variety of retail formats). With the
large supply surrounding Davidson there are few gaps for large scale retail opportunities. However, the
gap of consumer expenditures in certain categories available in the trade areas provide an opportunity for
a cluster of locally-owned, specialty boutiques, shops and restaurants. These types of retailers would
separate and further define Davidson from the larger national chain stores prevalent along the I-77
corridor and dominant retail centers. There is also opportunity for a development node in southeast
Davidson, along the NC73 corridor which would support tenants typical of a neighborhood retail
development due to the significant projected volumes of traffic and growing demand. Details of area
comparisons as well as surplus and leakage for all categories in the trade areas can be found in Appendix
B.
The current economic cycle has resulted in the retail industry exercising caution as it focuses on
profitability over new store openings and expansion. Regional and super-regional shopping venues are
found along Interstate 77 and in adjacent counties. Davidson’s neighborhood and specialty shopping
destinations are primarily located downtown and on Griffith Street at the Exit 30 area. In Davidson,
small boutique shops, convenience retail and restaurants are largely supported by local residents and
daytime population (employees). While these areas can support some additional retail uses in a small
number of categories, it is limited not only by population and income, but also by physical constraints,
land costs and competition from neighboring shopping venues. In addition, the interviews that were
done with a range of stakeholders suggested that some of the existing retail in Davidson is receiving
some sort of subsidy, such as a reduction in market lease rates.
The key to successful retail includes identifying the best locations, having a competitive environment,
neighborhood potential (threshold population), a dynamic commercial market to drive additional traffic
and retail synergy.
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Quality of Life, Place & Community. Similar to Quality of Life, place-making is a subjective term
associated with creating a sense of place commonly found in downtowns, villages, arts districts, resort areas
and other places where people gather to socialize, or honor a historical event, time or place. While
definitions and terms may vary, most have similar elements which are key to their success or memorable
stature. More often than not, these places are associated with things to buy and things to do, such as
shops, restaurants and other entertainment venues. Physical and structural changes to the landscape
through public improvements can only be successful with private investment to create a place that
matches consumer spending, behavior and lifestyle patterns.
Retail Market Findings.
The retail that exists in Davidson is in some cases having a difficult time making ends meet. Some of that
is simply a result of the tough economic times in which we live. But some is also due to the fact that the
Davidson market is small and the retail supply in the region surrounding Davidson is enormous.
Marketing is the key to differentiate the Davidson shopping experience. Thus, additional small-scale retail
ranging from 650 to 2,500 square feet could be considered in both traditional one-story and mixed-use
formats, including the re-development of existing single story or single purpose (infill) sites. However,
regardless of the size or format, they should be clustered near and interconnect with other existing venues
in downtown and at exit 30 in an effort to create synergy with other uses, while utilizing existing
infrastructure investment. Annual demand is dependent upon both residential housing and job growth
within the trade area. Locating retail near other demand generators such as housing, recreation,
educational and medical facilities will increase the potential for future retail expenditures. The area of
greatest density in Davidson to support this is found in the downtown trade area (see Appendix B). By
contrast, as population grows in the eastern area of town, future demand would support a node of
commercial development along the NC73 (Sam Furr Road) corridor, to include a neighborhood center
and ancillary commercial uses. This area having significant projected volumes of traffic on NC73 will
more likely attract those tenants that typically service the local neighborhoods and commuting traffic. This
demand will continue to expand commensurate with growth both in the resident and daytime
(employment) populations that locate along this corridor.
Most important for Davidson is the creation of areas that establish quality of community by creating an
identity for historic Davidson that honors its roots while it connects with its new residents. Integral to the
viability of retail, Davidson should also strive to:




Evaluate density to cluster and energize key commercial areas and create development opportunities
competitive in the marketplace at competitive pricing;
Address traffic patterns, volume and visibility to strengthen retail vitality;
Strengthen streetscape design along with building standards, to ensure quality space offerings,
strengthen trip generation and place-making at the Exit 30 gateway and South Main areas consistent
with that found in the downtown.
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3.3 Commercial Uses - Hospitality, Tourism & Civic
Tourism & Hospitality
The concept of combining tourism and economic development is not new. The City Beautiful movement,
influential at the beginning of the 20th century maintained that physical improvements to a community’s
infrastructure would help improve social relations among its citizens – the root of the concept of placemaking. The movement’s supporters argued that visitors would then spend money that would increase
business revenue and therefore indirectly benefit all citizens (Cocks, 2001).
One stated goal of Davidson is to diversify its economy. The demographic and lifestyle characteristics of
residents, as well as transportation and recreation (lake and greenway trails) accessibility provide
opportunities for entertainment-related and other related commercial uses. The best locations should take
advantage of the existing infrastructure in the Exit 30, downtown and campus areas. Thus, commercial
uses related to hospitality, entertainment and recreational activities should occur in the vicinity of these
areas, such as the waterfront in the Exit 30 area where accessibility and visibility to the interstate is a key
asset.
The towns that make up the Visit Lake Norman (VLN) area include Huntersville, Cornelius and
Davidson. According to its FY2011 report, VLN hosted events generating $19 million dollars to the
region, attracted 54,844 visitors and returned $42.01 to the community per every dollar funded. The
majority of events solicited are sporting events, including fishing, softball, soccer and baseball
tournaments. VLN tracks data on 19 hotel properties, including occupancy rates, average daily rate and
amount of accommodations taxes collected. The one exception is Davidson, as Smith Travel Research
requires a minimum set for reporting and with only two hotel properties (Homewood Suites and the
Davidson Village Inn), data are not tracked or available regarding occupancy rates or average daily rates.
Davidson Accommodations Tax revenue totaled $135,878.78 for FY2011, up 19% over 2010 and nearly
double that collected in 2009.
Additional recreational uses and entertainment venues should be considered, particularly in the
downtown which are consistent with the lifestyle behaviors outlined in the tapestry segments. Though
these uses differ from retail uses, they complement one another and can create additional trip generation
and demand for existing or new retail uses. Examples might include a sports/recreation venue near an ice
cream shop or pizzeria. These are generally found in small retail formats surrounding such venues.
The primary activity generating room nights and tourism activity in Davidson is related to business travel,
Davidson college, art and cultural venues/events and eco-tourism (biking, hiking). These should be
further marketed and expanded. Additional information related to tourism can be found at
www.visitnc.com; www.visitlakenorman.org; and www.exploredavidsonNC.com
Civic & Public Infrastructure
The town’s infrastructure and assets include governmental offices as well as public parks and recreation
facilities. Together they form the civic nucleus, connecting the community socially to create the quality of
life and small town character that has become an integral part of Davidson. This requires leadership that is
both bold and innovative in finding ways to improve the health of the community. One such initiative is
Davidson Design for Life (DD4L).
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Davidson Design for Life (DD4L) is an initiative of the Town of Davidson to foster healthy
community design through the use of health impact assessments (HIA) and public participation as
well as collaborative efforts in Davidson, the Charlotte region and North Carolina. In 2010 the
Board of Commissioners set a goal to “Enhance the physical, mental and emotional well being of
residents” and pursued funding to conduct an HIA. The Town then created DD4L to serve this
mission and in 2011 the Centers for Disease Control (CDC) and Prevention’s Healthy Community
Design Initiative awarded DD4L a grant to provide funding support for the program.
According to the DD4L website, the CDC confers seven principles of healthy community design:
1. Mixed land uses
2. Transportation alternatives
3. More density
4. Good pedestrian and bicycle infrastructure
5. Affordable housing
6. Community centers
7. Access to green space and parks
In its first year, the DD4L will conduct three health impact assessments, including: 1) public health
and neighborhood design standards; 2) public health and street design standards and 3) Redline
commuter rail.
Additional initiatives include the recently completed Station Area Plan, which contemplates design
and infill development in and around the proposed future commuter rail station located in the
center of downtown Davidson. Additional information regarding DD4Ll and the Station Area Plan
can found on the town website: www.ci.davidson.nc.us.
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Section III
Residential
Land Uses
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3.4 Residential Uses - Housing Potential
Existing Housing in Davidson
The housing stock, housing policy, and future housing opportunities are important factors to be
considered in any locale’s economic development strategy. For reasons discussed in this part of the
report, the critical relationship of housing to economic development in Davidson may demand even
more attention than it would in some other setting. Surveys and more anecdotal data suggest that most
residents of Davidson believe that its quality of life is the most important descriptor of the community,
and an important part of the quality of life is the housing stock. Hence, housing, and more generally, the
physical environment are important assets which are almost always described in glowing terms
particularly by newcomers. At the same time, the town leaders do not want Davidson to be a bedroom
community and want the strong residential asset to be matched by the commercial and business sectors.
The information from the 2010 Census is found in 2.2 and in the Appendix of this report, however, the
following findings are instructive: Median household income, $86,632; Median home value, $318,635; as
well as the age and diversity distribution previously described including a population that is 81% white
and 12% black with 6% of Hispanic origin. This data paints Davidson as one of the wealthiest
communities, with one of the highest educational attainments in North Carolina and the United States.
This is a formidably positive picture; however, it does not always accord with how the town is described
in its current circumstance nor what leadership would like to see it become. It is not very diverse, very
few blue collar workers (7.54% of the working population) live in town, and there are high income levels
compared to other communities in the region (See the Household Income Distribution Chart and The
Employed Civilian Population 16+ by Industry Chart in Appendix B).
Racial Distribution & Diversity
2010 Estimates
Area
White
Black
Hispanic
Diversity Index
Charlotte MSA
67.20%
23.27%
9.77%
58.30
Davidson
81.09%
12.19%
5.96%
40.30
Cornelius
86.28%
8.59%
6.96%
34.50
Mooresville
81.46%
12.82%
4.57%
37.90
Huntersville
81.75%
11.00%
8.78%
42.80

Davidson embraces diversity, however, the housing mix is not reflective of this. Changing the housing
mix could result in attracting a population that might come closer to how Davidson describes itself.
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Housing Supply
As is true for most parts of Mecklenburg County and the Charlotte Region, the housing market in
Davidson is in the doldrums due to the bursting of the housing bubble and melt-down of the capital
markets in 2008. The year-end analysis of MLS data reported in the Charlotte Business Journal
(February 10, 2012) shows that the Lake Norman area (the smallest geography used in our region) had
1,097 closings in 2011 compared with 1,077 in 2010, a 1.9% increase. The percentage increase in the
total Charlotte Multiple Listing Service (CMLS) area was 2.5%. The average sales price for homes closed
in the Lake Norman region was $437,903 in 2010 and $419,125 in 2011 for a decrease of 4.3%. The
comparable numbers for the CMLS were $207,709 in 2010 and $200,351 in 2011 for a decrease of 3.5%.
Of the 19 sub-areas included in the CMLS analysis, the Lake Norman Area 13 sales prices were by far
the highest among the 19 areas. In 2011, the next closest area to Lake Norman was Mecklenburg Area
05 (generally described as Myers Park and the area between Park Road and Providence Road to the
Union County border) with the average sales price being $352,692, and that price had decreased 6.7%
since 2010. The only other area in the survey with 2011 average sales prices above $300,000 was the Lake
Wylie area ($314,999) with a decrease of 12.1% since 2010. Recent reports from CMLS for March 2012
(shown below) show the roller coaster ride that housing prices experienced during this period, with
overall improvement for year to date 2012.
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These results, however, do suggest that the housing market in the Lake Norman area (and by
inference, Davidson) is stabilizing. Because of the high home value of residences, there are few
foreclosures reported in this area. While there are foreclosures across the spectrum of housing
price points, the explosion of foreclosed homes occurred in starter homes and/or other lower
value homes, particularly in those cases where mortgages were written based on wrong or weak
information pertaining to the buyer.
The recent revaluation in Mecklenburg County
is another indicator that housing units are
holding their value better in Davidson and
other Lake Norman communities than in many
other places in the county. Specifically, the
largest increases in value occurred around the
village center of Davidson and Uptown
Charlotte, indicating the growing popularity of
living in village settings with access to services,
entertainment, restaurants, and other retail.
This trend is occurring throughout the United
States and is another indicator of the potential
demand for housing in and around Davidson’s
village setting.

Davidson

Charlotte Observer, July 6, 2010 - Mecklenburg County Foreclosures
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Housing Policy
Davidson is one of the most progressive towns in North Carolina regarding housing policy. The Town
has two landmark housing policies: inclusionary zoning, which requires a portion of any development to
include affordable housing or pay a fee to the local affordable housing provider in lieu of building those
units; and, the zoning ordinance requires developers to provide differing housing styles within
subdivisions (specific details of this program can be found on the Town’s website:
http://www.ci.davidson.nc.us/index.aspx?NID=226) . As the latter has been interpreted by developers,
this requirement has usually led to a mix of single family detached and attached units. However, both of
these zoning requirements have been in effect for almost 10 years and, consequently, have not at this
point caused a significant variation in the predominant housing pattern in Davidson: single-family
detached. The primary variation and greatest housing diversity is found in the Exit 30 area, where single
-family attached units at various price points are numerous. The area in around Davidson College also
has multifamily housing and group quarters housing (campus housing for students).
The 2010 census portrays the following picture: Davidson has 3,500 housing units with 3,038 occupied
(86.8% of the total). Of the occupied units, 2,300 are owner occupied and 738 are renter occupied.
Amazingly, 462 (13.2%) of the total units are not occupied, nearly 50% higher than the MSA. This rate is
influenced by the number of seasonal/recreational units (222). Most of the rest of the vacant residential
units are for rent or sale.
Housing Distribution
Area
Owner Occupied
Charlotte MSA
62.13%
Davidson
65.71%
Cornelius
66.33%
Mooresville
61.85%
Huntersville
69.78%

2010 Estimates
Renter Occupied
Vacant
29.61%
8.26%
21.09%
13.20%
22.60%
11.07%
28.03%
10.13%
22.14%
8.09%

Also notable with regard to diversity of housing type is the percentage of housing units in multi-unit
structures (condos and apartments) suggesting that Davidson has 23.6% (from 2006 - 2010) compared
to 30.3% found in Mecklenburg County and 11.0% in Iredell County.
Can Davidson do anything else to achieve more diversity in the housing product? Housing development
is driven by the market., specifically job growth. A backlog of housing that is now being rented because
of an inability to sell until some positive change in the market. New housing starts are at a low ebb in the
community and the region. The good news is that almost all economic indicators are beginning to trend
upward, particularly in the last three months. The bad news is that this recovery is fragile and can be
deflated quickly by any economic shock nationally or internationally.
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Housing Product
When the recovery has reached the point where the current inventory of single family homes that are on
the market or want to be on the market have sold, the pattern of development that is likely to occur in
Davidson will likely reflect the current built environment. A substantial number of single-family lots
have already been approved creating an oversupply for new single-family home construction. The
reputation the Town has as a good place to live and raise a family is largely based on the type of housing
that we now have. But some other housing options may be more likely to occur precisely because of the
current economic situation, presenting Davidson with a choice of trying to diversify its housing stock or
staying with the predominant pattern that is found today.
One market segment that has a lot of promise for Davidson is the older adult group. Survey after survey
has shown that a place like Davidson is highly attractive to baby boomers and senior citizens. These
groups want to be socially connected, to have educational and recreational opportunities, to live close to
cultural attractions and restaurants, have access to transit services, and to be close (if not in) a city that is
safe and attractive (i.e., they want to live in a village, close to a big city). What could Davidson do to
attract this market segment? Marketing, tourism promotion, and having a housing product attractive to
this segment would be a place to start.
Alternative Housing Product Recommendations. One of the options that would require the direct
involvement of Davidson College is to explore building an Alumni Village somewhere on or close to
the College campus. Alumni Villages are occurring in many parts of the country often by small, liberal
arts colleges like Davidson. With the strong ties that alums have with the College and also with the
Town, this product is an almost guaranteed success. The one additional necessary component that
alums coming back to their campus want and actually demand is that the College makes educational
opportunities available to them.
A second type of product already exists in places like St. Albans Neighborhood and Antiquity in
Cornelius. Housing that is not age restricted, but because of its quality, attractiveness and congruence
of the design with the kinds of things older adults want, becomes very attractive to boomers and
seniors. Key features include: no yards (or a small yard that someone else takes care of), smaller houses,
one-story houses, first floor master bedrooms, and access to the town center.
Two other housing types might also have attraction for this demographic: quality rental apartments and
institutional care. National surveys have shown that there is a segment of the boomer/older adult
demographic that no longer wants, nor can afford, to own a housing unit but is not ready to move into
an assisted care or continuing care facility (or can’t afford one).
The second product are facilities that provide institutionalized care. This includes progressive or
continuing care facilities which cater to the various stages of later life and ability. One successful
example of this includes The Pines facility located in Davidson.
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Multifamily Housing
The housing option that appears to have the best chance of being built in the near future is multi-family
rental (e.g. an apartment complex). In terms of housing options that are attractive to developers and
investors, rental apartment development is currently the most favored property type. With more people
unable to buy a home, tight credit requirements, and with a growing belief that purchasing a home does
not make economic sense in the current environment, demand for rental housing is growing. The
question, of course, is where should rental housing be located? The best places for it are where the Town
has already invested in infrastructure, services are available in and around the downtown and Exit 30
areas, which would result in a more dense population that would fuel the retail areas that already exist.
Another consideration would be the area in and around the proposed rail station, to support the
commuter rail transit option that is currently being proposed.
Who would be attracted to live in an apartment complex? One demographic segment that seems to be
shrinking in Davidson are the young adults. We have a sizable population of college age students, as well
as teenagers from families who are leaving home for college. However, most graduates leave Davidson
and spread across the country and internationally. So how can the Town attract the 20 to 30 year old
group? If Davidson could attract a colony of young people to come because they are ready to move from
an urban setting, want to put down roots in an attractive place, like being near an educational institution,
prefer communities that aspire to be sustainable, and want to be more engaged in community life; this
colony could form the seed for a developing, young “creative class” in Davidson. In turn, this group
could help grow the cultural, arts and educational themes that our community has or aspires to. And
these young people could become the entrepreneurs of the future that could help achieve the important
goal of creating and growing new businesses that foster home-grown job growth.
A second group of people that the Town clearly wants to serve with housing options are people engaged
in the work force and who often provide very important services to our community but are unable to
find housing that they can afford. The Town’s affordable housing program has provided some help with
achieving this goal. Workforce housing affordable for teachers, police officers, other emergency services
people, town employees, nurses, etc. should continue to be an attractive addition to Davidson’s housing
options. Rental housing would be an important part of affordable housing and would also serve as a
gateway into the more traditional housing options in the Town.
Housing Findings
For economic development to be fully successful, Davidson should continue to offer a broader range of
housing options. This includes both single-family and multifamily product options in the range between
affordable housing and the current median of $347,550, in other words, between $150,000 and $225,000
appropriate for single professionals, young families and the aging population.
One result of this strategy is its contribution to the success of existing retail and the growth of new retail,
which can only grow with increased resident population that occurs with housing. Therefore, the meshing
of a housing approach that offers diversity of opportunities with an enhanced retail market and robust job
creation will contribute to a sustainable community.
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Section IV
Economic
Development
Strategic Plan
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4.1 Strategic Recommendations
RECOMMENDATIONS ~ OPERATIONALIZING THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES
This section is intended to assist in creating a “how to” guide, utilizing a combination of
recommendations, strategic actions, and resources and/or information. This section begins with further
narrative for operationalizing the guiding principles, followed by a Strategic Plan matrix, which may serve
as a roadmap for implementing the recommendations. Lastly, the Appendix provides Case Studies that
highlight communities, including small college towns, who embody these principles. Appendix C also
includes additional resources, whitepapers and toolkits as a reference guide.

1|CREATE AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT BY PROVIDING A PROCESS BY WHICH
BUSINESSES CAN START OR LOCATE AND GROW IN DAVIDSON, WHILE
PRESERVING OUR QUALITY OF LIFE AND SMALL TOWN CHARACTER.
The discussion in this section recommends changing two areas. First, is changing the perception and the
second is about the review process of development proposals, and in some regard, perhaps the ordinance.
Any change that is recommended can be implemented while maintaining support for the Town’s vision
and values that are embodied in the zoning ordinance and other documents.
Changing perception - changing reality. The first thing to change is the narrative about how the town feels
toward the business community in general and about its response to specific proposals for locating
businesses and for improving the infrastructure for business formation (i.e., the proposals to locate new
buildings or redo old buildings to house these businesses). Simply put, the story needs to be that the
Town welcomes new development and new commercial enterprises, and stands ready to do whatever can
be done to speed the process of approval of whatever they need to be successful in our community. This
is a public relations effort that has to be backed up by responsive actions by the local government and its
employees and appointed officials. Any organization can be customer-driven, regardless of its constraints.
To achieve this, some structural change is needed. A business development advocacy department should
be created. This begins with simply changing the staff role and title of the Downtown Manager to that of
Civic Investment Manager in transitioning Economic Development into a Civic Investment Department.
This business development department will collaborate with the newly formed Davidson Civic
Investment Commission (DCIC), who will act as its advisory group, much like the Planning Commission
provides review and recommendations to the Davidson Board of Commissioners. The DCIC is a nonprofit entity that was transitioned from the former Downtown Davidson, Inc., a downtown development
organization created by the downtown merchants and later expanded in support of the Main Street
Program. However, during this transition the organization as well as the Board of Commissioners
determined that its goals regarding downtown, economic development and economic sustainability were
much broader than its downtown. Thus a public-private partnership (P3) was formed with the Town of
Davidson. Together DCIC (private) and this department (public) will focus on economic development to
meet the Town’s vision, mission and goals, as well as support and implement the ideas and
recommendations from the Comprehensive Plan and this document.
Davidson has a reputation, deserved or not, of being difficult to work with on development proposals.
Much of that reputation is based on what developers perceive is a lack of certainty or predictability.
Because of these feelings and other input from existing business owners, Davidson also is sometimes
perceived as not a good and welcoming place to start a business, locate a business, or grow a business.
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The second element in changing the perception about being unfriendly to the business community is to
change the process of reviewing development proposals. The International Economic Development
Council (www.iedconline.org) provides a number of resources, white papers and articles to assist
communities on a wide variety of topics. In its 2010 white paper Unlocking Entrepreneurship, five specific
actions for local government are highlighted that promote entrepreneurship, two of which directly speak
to this first guiding principle: “Streamlined, simple permitting process…” and “Reasonable, transparent
regulations that ease general business activities…”. To provide insight, the town asked us to interview
developers and to look at other communities to see how they differ from Davidson regarding proposal
review and to recommend best practices from this review. Therefore, we spent considerable time
interviewing area developers, business owners as well as reviewing the development process in other
comparable communities.
To start our review, we have selected five communities that have something in common with Davidson.
All of the selected communities are in North Carolina. The five towns are Cornelius, Huntersville,
Matthews, Belmont, and Chapel Hill. This list includes two college/university towns, three Mecklenburg
County towns, two Lake Norman towns, and four towns with a tendency toward the “new urban”
philosophy. The most obvious finding is that the Davidson process is unlike anything found in the five
other communities, although there are some who share similar issues as Davidson. The process in
Davidson is much more open-ended and much more oriented to public input and discussion than is
found in the other communities. None of the other communities use anything like our charrette process
for the community input stage.
The review process in Huntersville occupies the other end of the continuum when compared to
Davidson. The following steps are utilized in a General Rezoning Proposal:
 Application Submittal
 Call for a Public Hearing – this is done by the Town Board of Commissioners
 Legal Ads and Adjoining Property Notification
 Public Hearing – held by Town Board
 Planning Board Recommendation
 Town Board Final Action
The Huntersville process is prototypical of the legalistic, formal hearing model that is used in most
municipalities in North Carolina, including Charlotte. The most obvious difference from the Davidson
model is the degree to which the input of citizens is formalized; however, the recent case of the
consideration of a mental health treatment facility shows that even within this model, citizens found a
way to be heard resulting in significant influence of the final Town Board vote.
Of the other four towns involved in this comparison, Matthews comes closest to replicating the
Huntersville model. In the case of conditional zoning requests, the petitioner is required to hold a
neighborhood/community informational meeting prior to the public hearing. The written instructions
that are given to petitioners by the planning staff are very thorough and complete, including the time that
it usually takes for a petition to work its way through the process. The kind of specificity in this
document would certainly establish some level of predictability for the petitioner.
The Chapel Hill process is an outlier that Davidson would not want to copy. The Town’s website admits
that the typical proposal will take 18 to 24 months for the consideration to be completed. With this
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being the average, there are some proposals that are under active consideration for years. The most time
consuming factor in its process is that a large number of town committees or commissions are integrated
into the regulatory process, including a separate public input stage for each of these groups. The end
product that the decision-making bodies are left with in most cases is a mish-mash of recommendations
from up to five or six groups, each of which often take an extreme position to better position themselves
to negotiate. Chapel Hill has been trying to change this system of review for years but has not been
successful in doing so because so many have a stake in the old process.
Cornelius also requires significant review by town commissions and committees in the review process.
The PARC Commission, Transportation Advisory Board, Historic Preservation Committee, and
Architectural Review Board review and comment on the proposal before it goes to the Planning Board
for review.
However, the Town provides a timeframe for these reviews so that the petitioner generally knows how
long this is likely to take and which groups he/she will appear before. Otherwise, the Cornelius process
is similar to the Huntersville and Matthews processes.
The Belmont process provides a departure from the other cases reviewed and may be an instructional
case to be considered in changing the Davidson process. Belmont is more like Davidson in terms of
approach to development, as its approach is based on the “new urbanism” model that also informs the
Davidson approach. Belmont has done a superior job in codifying its planning documents, yet the tone
of the language in these documents is not confrontational, has little jargon, and is written in plain
English without being overly legalistic. Therefore, the Belmont code is not only a good example of
content but also of expression.
Belmont, as is also true of Chapel Hill and Cornelius, differentiates between minor and major
development proposals. In all of the cases, minor proposals, the definition of what is minor differs from
place to place, are approved without City Council involvement. The Belmont provisions are cited below
because of their potential applicability to Davidson should the decision be made to change the review
process.
 Individual detached homes (as permitted) and their accessory structures on a single lot are exempt from the review
process.
 Planning Director or designee may waive the Development Review Process in the following cases:
Accessory structures for all building types; or
Any enlargement of a principal building by less than twenty percent (20%) of its existing size provided such
enlargement will not result in site or landscaping improvements or the expansion of parking areas; or
A change in principal use where such change would not result in a change in lot coverage, off-street parking
access or other external site characteristics.
 Minor Subdivision Review Process – Minor subdivisions will be approved administratively by the Planning
Department. Minor Subdivision is defined as a Development Plan involving the subdivision of land into seven (7)
residential lots or fewer, or up to three (3) non-residential lots.
 Site Plan Review Process – Site Plans will be approved administratively by the Planning Department.
 Major Development Plans – Major Development Plans will be reviewed by the Planning Board and approved by the
City Council. Major Development Plan is defined as involving any of the following categories: the subdivision of land
into eight (8) or more lots; individual building(s) exceeding 30,000 square feet in gross floor area; or, the subdivision of
land into four (4) or more non-residential lots. The review process has the following steps:
Pre-Design Meeting with Planning Staff
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Informal Review of Sketch Plan Including Environmental Survey
Formal Submission of Schematic Plan to Planning Staff for Review and Recommendation
Review and Recommendation of Schematic Plan by Planning Board
Review and Approval of Schematic Plan by City Council
Formal Submission of Construction Documents to Technical Review Committee
Approved Preliminary Plat
Review and Approval of Final Plat by Planning Staff
This document also sets a maximum time for Planning Board consideration from the time that it first reviews the
proposal (40 days) and for City Council consideration from the time that it first reviews the proposal (90 days).

The information about Belmont was taken from Chapter 15: Development Plan Review Process, pp. 151 to 15-4 of the Belmont Land Development Code as amended 02/02/09.
While this review is based on only five other municipalities, our judgment is that these cases form a
reasonable sample of what one would find if the sample were larger. Most municipalities use a formal
approach in reviewing development proposals which usually emphasizes the planning staff and petitioner
working closely together to get the proposal in shape to start the formal process of a hearing, reference
to Planning Board, and Planning Board making a recommendation to the governing board, which has
the final decision-making authority. Many municipalities, both those using the more formal process and
those using a more open process, differentiate between major development proposals (final action by the
Town Board) and minor development proposals (final action by Planning Staff and/or Planning Board).
Most process descriptions attempt to provide some predictability by not only describing sometimes in
explicit detail the steps in the process but by also setting parameters as to how long each step should
take.
Changing the process is the most obvious and perhaps easiest way of making the development review
system more friendly to the land owner, the petitioner, the developer, or whoever is bringing the
proposal up to change some aspect of the existing environment. However, other parts of the system can
also be changed. The Davidson zoning ordinance, which is form-based, is not common in our state nor
in our region; therefore, petitioners have no experience with such an ordinance and consistently say they
don’t understand it. While the ordinance differs in many ways from most zoning ordinances, which are
typically based on segregated land uses, the primary difference is something that with proper
understanding can actually work in favor of a petitioner – it is much more flexible in what can occur
when compared to the Euclidian-based zoning ordinances. An entire restructuring of how Davidson
wanted to grow and develop was done over a decade ago and is codified in the current ordinance.
The third part of the process is that which occurs after approval by the Davidson Town Board – that is,
the permitting review that is done by Mecklenburg County. Part of the critique of the process by
developers is of the permitting and County review; although it becomes lumped in the general
conclusion that it is difficult getting anything through the process in Davidson. One thing that can be
done is to take a more proactive role in helping successful petitioners work their way through the
County processes. The town planners meet periodically, and a discussion between the towns and the
county on how to improve this process would be useful as Davidson continues to consider this issue.
We end where we started. Creating an enabling environment for business interests in Davidson requires
changing the story and taking action, where possible, in making the process of reviewing development
proposals more predictable and certain.
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2|LEVERAGE ASSETS BY ENCOURAGING NEW INVESTMENT WHERE THE
COMMUNITY HAS ALREADY PROVIDED PUBLIC/PRIVATE INVESTMENT AND
INFRASTRUCTURE.
As noted in Section I, the Davidson Comprehensive Plan adopted in 2010 is the fundamental document
informing the economic development strategy. The Plan highlights nodes or areas of focus for
development, based upon existing infrastructure investment and other variables. In an IEDC Economic
Development Journal article on the “Place-based Economy,” Kaizer Rangwala, AICP, CEcD, CNU-A
writes “The new economy will favor re-development over development. We must plan to build physical and
organizational environments that promote economic systems to last over a period of time by shifting
measures of prosperity from quantity to quality indicators.” This would suggest growing smarter with a
restorative local and green economy to allow Davidson to retain and attract talent, which would result in
a sustainable community that supports its vision. This includes supporting the expansion of existing
business and creating new business development.
Through its planning initiatives, Davidson has conducted a number of small area plans, including the exit
30 (also referred to as gateway and/or circles), and most recently the Station Area Plan (SAP)
surrounding the proposed future commuter rail station located in the downtown. These planning
charrettes assisted in prioritizing and facilitating infill development in these locations. To assist in
understanding the economic implications of such development, two sites were chosen in these areas to
develop Fiscal Impact Studies, which are included as technical memorandums of this report.
To assist in facilitating infill development where investment in existing infrastructure has already been
made, a revision of Davidson’s property offering program should be made. The first thing to create
would be a visual inventory (GIS map) of available land parcels identified for development or
redevelopment for each area, beginning with the downtown (as outlined in the pending Station Area
Plan) and gateway area at Exit 30 where transportation, streetscape improvements, utilities and other
infrastructure investments have already taken place. After confirming that the parcels are for sale, the
relevant information for each parcel could be provided to the Lake Norman Economic Development
Corporation (LKNEDC) to enter into its database system of available property, with reciprocal links to
the Town of Davidson website. It is important to note that the Charlotte Chamber of Commerce, as the
designated agency for the Charlotte Regional Partnership, has recently partnered with the Charlotte
Commercial Board of Realtors to consolidate property data into Site Index, a regional commercial real
estate multiple listing service (www.siteindexcharlotte.com). The Davidson property offerings should be
included here as well.
Second, the practice of informal visits with business owners should be formalized with an annual visit to
all business with 10 or more employees. This should be coordinated with the LKNEDC who currently
has a formal business retention and expansion (BRE) program to visit the 100 largest businesses in the
towns of Huntersville, Cornelius and Davidson. Visits would include a survey to determine each
company’s intention to remain in Davidson, any issues or concerns, as well as any contraction or
expansion plans.
Third, the primary area where Davidson has valuable assets that are underutilized include those found in
promoting tourism. Many of these are associated with the quality of life that attracts residents, however,
a number of these assets can also be promoted to attract visitors, some of whom later return to become
residents and business owners.
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Tourism draws visitors to the community for short periods of time to attend cultural, sporting and other
events or to visit attractions such as parks, historical or cultural facilities, and recreational places such as
bike trails, walking trails or waterfronts. The indirect impact of these visits includes shopping and dining
which bring sales tax revenue to the community, thus expanding its economic base. The map below from
Discovery Map (www.discoverymap.com) demonstrates the impact of how these dollars support the
community.

Collaboration with Davidson College and local organizations could create tourism opportunities such as:


Arboretum and Garden Tours ~ Davidson College and Davidson Garden/Horticultural Society
(College Campus & Area Homes/gardens)



Art & History Tours ~ Davidson College and Davidson Historical Society (Main Street, South Main,
College Campus)



Biking & Bird watching ~ Davidson College, Parks & Recreation and local biking/bird watching
clubs (Greenways & Fisher Farm)



Symposiums, Forums, Think Tanks, Innovation/Education meetings ~ Davidson College and nonprofit organizations (Hotels, College, Business Center, Town Hall)

Further, an initiative to connect those tourism assets described above with the local nonprofits would
support valued programs and services to our community. This might include highlighting the already
established practice of linking events to charity to strengthen community support. Fees or donations for
tours might support those organizations who provide volunteers as tour guides, creating income
opportunities for local teens or retired senior residents.
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Lastly, retail shopping and dining are what creates the charm of downtown Davidson and has become its
hallmark and its brand. Visit any weekday or Saturday morning to find the shops and restaurants buzzing
with street activity. However, as noted in Section II, retail is strained by lackluster sales, a changing
economy and rising costs. The best way to increase retail sales activity is to increase consumer traffic.
Whether by foot, bike, stroller or car, bringing more people to the retail areas of downtown and at Exit
30 will improve retail sales, decrease storefront turnover, and improve or stabilize retail occupancy. There
are a variety of promotional efforts in collaboration with the Town of Davidson that assist including
loyalty programs, special promotions and sidewalk sales. Local events such as April is for Arts, Concerts
on the Green and Christmas in Davidson boost traffic, however, only if the stores are open during these
events. The key to success for retail in Davidson is to collaborate and coordinate store hours with events
which bring traffic to the community, such as sporting and cultural events, the farmer’s market and other
traffic generators. Evening hours combining shopping, dining and entertainment would enliven the
streets and retail areas during these current off-peak hours. The challenge is to balance the costs
associated with extended hours with the benefits. Therefore, consider starting extended evenings (to 8 or
9 pm) such as an “Alive after Five” monthly or on Thursday or Friday evenings for retailers who
generally close by 5 or 6 pm. The Retail Market Forecast located in Appendix B provides some insight as
to the retail sectors where there may be some opportunity growth in Davidson.
The vibrancy of retail in the downtown will lead to its expansion. However, while there is available retail
space at the exit 30 and South Main areas, there is limited retail within the two blocks of the historic
downtown village. There are a number of storefronts that are used as office space, therefore, in addition
to identifying and promoting retail space within these areas, the Civic Investment Department might
consider incentives for the conversion of village first floor storefront office space to retail uses.

3|BUILD VALUE FROM WITHIN BY SUPPORTING THOSE BUSINESSES OR ASSETS
WHO HAVE BEEN LONG TERM CONTRIBUTORS TO OUR COMMUNITY
We reviewed InfoUSA data of approximately 450 companies located in Davidson based upon NAICS
classifications and size to determine the primary sector clusters of business and industry already located
and operating here. The largest was Education (NAICS #61) to include the college, local public and
private schools, as well as education related businesses to serve child and adult education. Second is
Professional & Technical (NAICS #54) followed by Finance, Insurance & Real Estate (NAICS #53) and
Health & Social Assistance (NAICS #62). These are the largest employers in the local economy.
Davidson’s greatest asset is its intellectual capital. Over 69% of residents age 25 and older have a
bachelor’s degree or higher making Davidson a jewel in the Charlotte region. Similar to the link between
Cambridge and Boston, the link between Davidson and Charlotte can create innovation expansion
combining the region’s education institutions with Davidson’s quality of life.
The concept of life long learning begins with five stages (as
outlined in the Supporting the Education Pipeline, a toolkit created
by Readyby21, Corporate Voices and United Way, provided in
Appendix C). This continues with adult learning stages through
career life, into retirement and throughout life. Therefore, the
community has an opportunity to engage citizens and business
in each of these stages through the following initiatives:

5 Stages of Education
Supporting the Education Pipeline
0-5 Start School Ready to Succeed
6-10 Read Proficiently by Grade 4
11-14 Middle School Success and Transitions
15-18 Graduate High School on Time
19-21 Ready for College, Work and Life

Collaboration with schools and educational institutions would provide mentorship for future workforce
development. This will assist in expanding employment diversity options in Davidson, as well as support
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small businesses who may need lower wage skilled workers. This can be also later integrate with job
placement efforts, such as the Job Link program implemented by the Davidson Housing Coalition.
Second, our existing large employers may have strategic goals toward community engagement, which in
addition to supporting charity functions, could provide educational opportunities for our youth in the
form of apprenticeships and internships, as well as providing intellectual stimulation for our elderly
residents. Retired or elderly residents in Davidson are often accomplished professionals, whose vast
knowledge and experience are welcome additions to local organizations, town boards or a citizen task
force.
One way to engage entrepreneurs would be to identify, inventory and engage Davidson’s citizens in
sharing their industry expertise, skill sets and willingness to share their talents with students, start-up
businesses, solo-home based businesses and local non-profit organizations. Another would be to connect
home-based businesses through a Davidson Live-Work initiative providing networking and business
planning services. Resources include SCORE, an initiative of the Small Business Administration
(www.score.org) and the Kaufman Foundation (www.kaufman.org). Focusing on the primary business
clusters identified will build synergy and encourage small business growth in these sectors within the
local community. In addition to supporting the mission of PiES (the Project for innovation, Energy &
Sustainability) the town’s public/private partnership forming a green business incubator, there are a
number of other areas where Davidson can tap into this high value intellectual capital resource.
In the book Grassroots Leaders for a New Economy by Douglas Henton and John Melville, they succinctly
illustrate the four stages of building the “collaborative economy” : 1) Initiate; 2) Incubate; 3) Implement;
and 4) Improve & Renew (e.g. retention). This is done by local civic entrepreneurs acting in each stage of
life as motivators and networkers, teachers and conveners, integrators and drivers, and finally mentors.
Discussion among citizens, educators and community leaders has lead to a group seeking to form the
Davidson Institute which could serve the various interests including the Fresh Take Conference providing
education to our teachers and administrators, Davidson Learns dedicated to lifelong learning, DD4L
dedicated to providing education on healthy communities and other groups involved with creative
writing and the arts.

4|REPOSITION DAVIDSON WITHIN THE REGIONAL ECONOMY BY LEVERAGING
OUR INTELLECTUAL CAPITAL TO ALLOW EXPANSION OF BUSINESS INTERESTS
TO ATTRACT INVESTMENT AND ENHANCE THE LIVABILITY OF OUR
COMMUNITY.
In addition to the change of process and potentially of the ordinance highlighted in the first principle, the
most important change must be of attitude. The messages that the staff and elected officials convey must
match their vision, mission, goals and messaging that it seeks to attract, assist, build and support
business, while still honoring its vision for healthy and sustainable community. This is demonstrated with
communication and a customer service-oriented approach to all business and development inquiries and
applications. Once the internal organization is clear in its vision and goals with all involved, providing a
consistent message to customers (which include citizens and business owners), then the external
messaging can expand the Davidson brand identity to business prospects, developers, site selection and
economic development professionals. A community guide, manifesto and/or e-brochure could highlight
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the vision of the community, its assets and the advantages of locating a business here. This could
be distributed with a flash drive (samples provided from Longmont, CO and University City
Partners, Charlotte). Another medium which is rapidly gaining momentum in economic
development is the use of social media. Facebook pages, LinkedIn groups and Twitter will digitally
expand marketing efforts far beyond the reach of most traditional advertising budgets. Davidson
currently offers two websites, one is for town government (www.ci.davidson.nc.us) and the other
is for visitors (www.exploredavidsonnc.com). Navigation between these two sites currently can be
somewhat confusing, and should be reciprocal with easy navigation between them.
A business attraction program currently exists in the Lake Norman Region with the Lake Norman
Economic Development Commission, which is funded in part by the Town of Davidson. This
program focuses on large scale companies seeking large office and/or industrial facilities. The
revision to the property offering program suggested in the second principle will assist this
organization in identifying and promoting development opportunities.
Small town and Main Street programs have a tendency to focus on local and/or independent retail
and service businesses. While this is a valuable small business development strategy, Davidson is
uniquely positioned to also attract new business that provides innovations, products and services
to customers beyond the local market. This is due in large part to its
intellectual capital, location and reputation for an exceptional quality of
“An expanding retail sector is
life. This also provides opportunities to drive demand for tourism in the the result of a growing
economy, not the cause of it.”
form of business, education or conference travel. Therefore, the Civic
-William Fruth
Investment Department, in partnership with the Lake Norman Economic
The Flow of Money
Development Commission may consider focusing its small business
efforts on the following areas:
1. Education - as described above, this includes education business as well as
educational conferences, meetings and tours;
2. Professional/Technical - this includes green, computer, sciences and other
technical companies who are developing, improving or collaborating on products
or services beyond the local market (i.e. JanPak and PiES members);
3. Finance, Insurance & Real Estate - this expands beyond the local market to
those companies who are developing, improving or collaborating on products or
services beyond the local market (i.e. IQmetrix, Wells Fargo Advisory);
4. Health & Social Assistance - this includes medical clinics, skilled nursing care
and related medical industries (i.e. The Pines, Davidson Digestive Health)
Lastly, a regular ongoing dialogue between staff, elected officials and key business stakeholders,
such as large employers, regional chamber, tourism and economic development executives will
provide networking, information sharing and collaborative partnerships that one community alone
cannot replicate.
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4|ESTABLISH MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE BY CREATING BENCHMARKS
AND PROMOTING ACCOUNTABILITY IN REACHING OUR GOALS.
Before you can determine where you want to go, you must establish where you are. Therefore, a
baseline benchmark of local performance measures will assist in setting both short and long term
targets for improvement. Baseline Davidson benchmarks to be measured should include:
EMPLOYMENT

CONSUMPTION

PRICE
MEASURES

TAX REVENUE

METRICS

# employed

HH Income

Home sale prices

RE - Property Tax

# businesses

Per capita spending

Rental rates

BPP - Business

Job sectors

Retail Sales

Commercial rates

IPP - Individual

# housing permits

Occupancy/vacancy
rates

Retail rates

PUB - Utilities

Ratio of residential
to commercial tax
base

New commercial
projects/permits

Tax rates

RMV - Motor Vehicles

Once both benchmarks and targeted short and long term goals are established, they can then be
tracked. This can be done internally using spreadsheet models or by using performance
measurement software. With performance measurement comes accountability. This is best done
with external transparency, which is the benefit of using performance measurement software that
can be tracked and shown as a public barometer for success. IBM Cognos’ Public Sector Scorecard
and Pro-Track are both examples of benchmarking software (see Appendix C). The City of Rock
Hill, SC uses a performance dashboard for internal accountability and external transparency
(http://www.ci.rock-hill.sc.us/dashboard.html) :
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4.2 STRATEGIC PLAN MATRIX
The following matrix is intended to serve as a strategy board for action-oriented implementation. It is
prescriptive based upon recommendations, yet broad enough to provide for flexibility. This allows for
additional tasks to be added or integrated as the process of implementation unfolds. Since the structure
for implementation will have to be built, each guiding principle is divided into the following sections:
Issue - These are key points or areas that tie the principle to the recommendation or strategy.
They are broad areas around which current and future goals/tasks can be built.
Recommendation & Strategy - This refers to the status of the goal and task, whether it is new, a
revision/improvement of an existing program or the coordination/integration of other
programs.
Goal & Task - These are a combination of both short term and long term goals in areas whose
results can be benchmarked and/or measured.
Assignment - This is the public who of the plan, which will be lead by the Town Board, managed
by Departments and Staff. However, the staff cannot effectively complete these strategies alone.
The success of any strategic economic development plan requires a public-private partnership
(P3) with related organizations, stakeholders and investors.
P3 Partner - This includes private partnership with other organizations, civic entrepreneurial
groups of business leaders, including the Davidson Civic Investment Commission (DCIC), Lake
Norman EDC, Visit Lake Norman or other local organizations. It is recommended that there be
some clarity as to the purpose, role and mission of the DCIC in relationship to the
implementation of this plan. Once that is more firmly established, then the assignments may
evolve.
Tools & Resources - This includes toolkits and resources to assist accomplishing the goals and
tasks, which may include website links and additional information provided in the appendix.
Benchmark - This is the baseline of measurement for the metrics of success. These are noted in
the matrix as well as those noted in the table on page 47, as shown below:
EMPLOYMENT

CONSUMPTION

PRICE
MEASURES

TAX REVENUE

METRICS

# employed

HH Income

Home sale prices

RE - Property Tax

# businesses

Per capita spending

Rental rates

BPP - Business

Job sectors

Retail Sales

Commercial rates

IPP - Individual

# housing permits

Occupancy/vacancy
rates

Retail rates

PUB - Utilities

Ratio of residential
to commercial tax
base

New commercial
projects/permits

Tax rates

RMV - Motor Vehicles
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Create an enabling environment

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Departmental
Restructure

Revise Policy/Program for
Public Private Partnership (P3)
to attract development
consistent with Town vision

Administration,
Planning &
Town Board

Davidson Civic
Investment
Commission (DCIC)

ULI – “Public Private
Partnerships” – appendix

Customer Satisfaction
Survey (CSS) – create
and track experience,
responsiveness of staff.

Staff time;
May be
implemented
immediately
without
additional
cost.

Development
Process

Restructure Policy/Program
for Public Private Partnership
(P3) to attract development
consistent with Town vision

Administration,
Planning &
Town Board

Third party consultant

Cost estimate
of $50-85,000
for FY 12/13
budget.

Revise Policy/Program for
Public Private Partnership (P3)
to attract development
consistent with Town vision

See Belmont example and
other documents which
illustrate buildings;
Utilize assistance of 3rd party
firm to draft minor revisions.
See example from County
permitting and other
communities (see Appendix)

Predictability measured
by increased applications
& positive CSS data.

Development
Process

1. Create
Community/Economic
Development/Investment
Department/Manager (CID)
as advocate for development;
expanded role to assess and
facilitate to other departments
for Business Development
2.Decrease areas of
subjectivity in Planning
ordinance – more definition
of expectations (incl. DRB);
Planning Ordinance revisions
3. Create a P3 track for
projects meeting specific
criteria, such as urban infill,
location or use.

Predictability measured
by shortened timetable
for applications &
positive CSS data.

Included
above.

Land Use
Ordinance

Revise Policy/Program for
Public Private Partnership (P3)
to attract development
consistent with Town vision

4. Decrease areas of
subjectivity – more “by right”
opportunities, more design
structure/guidance for
building types

Planning &
Administration,
Town Board

Third party consultant

See Belmont example and
other documents which
illustrate buildings;
Utilize assistance of 3rd party
firm to draft minor revisions.

Included
above.

Land Use
Ordinance

Revised Policy/Program for
Public Private Partnership (P3)
to attract development
consistent with Town vision

Planning &
Administration,
Town Board

Third party consultant

See Belmont example and
other documents which
illustrate buildings;
Utilize assistance of 3rd party
firm to draft minor revisions.

Public Relations

New Policy/Program for
Public Private Partnership (P3)
to attract development
consistent with Town vision

5. Allow developer to submit
concept plan for pubic
response, rather than public
having expectation of
designing plan. Reconsider
charrettes.
6. Communicate any changes
to the process and/or
ordinance to the public;
7. Create Bi-annual Customer
Satisfaction Survey (CSS).

Predictability measured
by increased
applications. Positive
CSS. Additional housing
options such as rental,
and sales in mid-range
price points.
Increased qualified
applications, decreased
timeline, positive CSS

Increased applications,
decreased timeline,
positive CSS, increased
tax revenue from
resulting projects.

Cost estimate
of $1,000 for
FY 12/13
budget.

Administration,
Planning, CID,
Town Board

Administration,
CID, Public
Information
Officer (PIO)

Similar to current Bi-annual
citizen survey, this would
expand to also include
business/developers.

Included
above.

Leverage assets in areas of investment

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Property
Offerings

a. Restructure Program
currently used to gather and
promote available
buildings/sites for
development.
b. Develop Fiscal Impact of
two catalyst sites from SAP
for illustration of economic
impacts (in process).
Revise/Expand Program to
visit/interview/survey
businesses (10+ employees) in
Davidson once yearly.

8. Assemble simple list of
land/building offerings in
existing development areas
and provide accompanying
maps – using prior/current
Small Area plans to illustrate.
Fiscal Impact Studies
pending.

Planning & CID

LKNEDC; Charlotte
Chamber; Third party
consultant

Integrate current property
information with existing
systems: Site Index; Utilize
maps from Davidson Station
Area Plan

Increased Building
Occupancy & Parcel
Sales – in Station
Area/Downtown and
Exit 30

Staff time;
may be
implemented
without
additional
cost (in FY
11/12 budget)

9. Focus on improving
business longevity and
expansion for small
businesses (work with
LKNEDC existing BRE for
largest 100 LKN businesses).
10. Prioritize and promote
infill development parcels in
downtown, south main & exit
30 area-small offices.

Administration,
CID

LKNEDC; DCIC

IEDC; LKNEDC

Stable Building
Occupancy; Tax
Revenue growth

Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $1,500 for
FY 12/13
budget

Planning, CID

LKNEDC – cross
promotion; DCIC;
Third party consultant

LKNEDC; Station Area Plan

Increased development
applications; tax revenue
growth

11. Identify and inventory
cultural, arts, eco and other
tourism assets – this includes
venues and events. Also
collaborate with College re:
public art projects
12. Partner with existing
organizations to expand and
market tourism around
Education, including DD4L

CID,
Parks &
Recreation, PIO

VLN – cross
promotion; DCIC

IEDC; Carolinaliving.com;
NC Tourism authority

Increased Hotel room
nights, revenue growth
in occupancy and sales
tax revenue

Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $10,00020,000 for FY
12/13 budget
Staff time;
implemented
without
additional
cost

CID,
Parks &
Recreation, PIO

Davidson Historical
Society; Davidson
College; VLN; DD4L

Carolinaliving.com; NC
Tourism authority

Increased Hotel room
nights, revenue growth
in occupancy and sales
tax revenue

Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $5,000 for
FY 12/13
budget

13. Partner with existing
organizations to expand and
market tourism around EcoTourism

CID,
Parks &
Recreation, PIO

Davidson Lands
Conservancy; Davidson
College; VLN

Carolina Living; VLN; NC
Tourism authority

Increased Hotel room
nights, revenue growth
in occupancy and sales
tax revenue

Included
above.

14. Identify & target retail
segments where gaps occur –
and create targeted marketing
campaign

CID, PIO

DCIC; Merchant/Main
Street Committees

Retail Market report/data
provided- see appendix; ICSC

Increased #Retail;
Occupancy and
Commercial Tax revenue
allocation

Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $10,000 for
FY 13/14
budget

Business
Retention

Land Use

Restructure Policy/Program
for Public Private Partnership
(P3) to attract development
consistent with Town vision

Tourism

New Program to focus
Tourism assets by
indentifying, partnering and
promoting key areas such as
education, eco-tourism,
art/culture & history.
New Program to focus
Tourism assets by
indentifying, partnering and
promoting key areas such as
education, eco-tourism,
art/culture & history.
New Program to focus
Tourism assets by
indentifying, partnering and
promoting key areas such as
education, eco-tourism,
art/culture & history.
Revise & Expand program for
retail recruitment, to include
entertainment/recreation uses
in downtown and exit 30.

Tourism

Tourism

Retail

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Retail

Revise & Expand program for
retail recruitment, to include
entertainment/recreation uses
in downtown and exit 30.

CID, PIO

DCIC; Property
Owners

Main Street Program for
façade improvements/1st floor
retail incentives; BALLELocal First Program; Merchant
Group

Increased # Retail;
Occupancy and
Commercial Tax revenue
allocation

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY13/14.

Public Relations

Expansion, Integration &
Implementation of the Arnett
Muldrow marketing plan, to
include integration/expansion
of tourism (which includes
retail) on the Town Websites.

15. Identify & Promote
existing retail/storefront
opportunities (e.g. 1st floor
retail incentives) in Davidson
as well as new development
opportunities for retail in
downtown, south main and
exit 30.
16. Communicate Davidson’s
tourism assets (in addition to
events) to Visitors.

CID, PIO

LKN Visitors; NC
tourism

Carolinaliving.com; Book,
Tourism Marketing for Cities
& Towns – Bonita Kolb

Increased Occupancy
and Sales Tax revenue

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY13/14

Build Value from within

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Intellectual
Capital & Civic
Entrepreneurs

New Program to tap into the
reserve of local intellectual
capital to support tourism
(volunteers), attract business
(new/startup) and expand key
clusters in Davidson’s
economy.
New Program to tap into the
reserve of local intellectual
capital to support tourism
(volunteers), attract business
(new/startup) and expand key
clusters in Davidson’s
economy.

17. Clusters for Davidson
include NAICS:
#61 Education
#54 Professional/Tech
#53 Finance/Insur/RE
#62 Health/Social Asst
Continue to track/evaluate
18. Identify, inventory and
activate education cluster and
Davidson citizenry – by
creating a center/institute
(e.g. “Think Tank”) for
educational conferences:
Davidson Learns - Lifelong;
DD4L – Healthy Community;
Educators – Fresh Take Conf.
Writers/Artists & Others
19. Recognize and engage
large employers in sharing
strategic goals and develop
P3 opportunities for
internship and job placement.
20. Collaborate with
Davidson business and
Davidson Housing Coalition
re: jobs program for a variety
of skills/levels within
Davidson
21. Continue to support startup, small & home-based
business by connecting to
local resources:
-create a resource guide
-provide networking events
(Live-Work)
-connect with owners of
keyman/co-working spaces

Administration,
CID, PIO

DCIC, DD4L, other
private
organizations/groups,

Davidson websites;
www.Davidsonnews.net
; Town Day

Increased citizen
engagement, business
start-ups and expansion

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY14/15

Administration,
CID, PIO

DCIC, DD4L,
Davidson College,
Community School of
Davidson; Davidson
Day School; Davidson
Learns; Education
Businesses

ICMA; See also – Appendix C
Supporting the Education
Pipeline; www.osher.net

Increased hotel room
night occupancy,
increased business startups and expansion.

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY14/15

CID

DCIC; LKNEDC;
Large Employers such
as Davidson College
and Ingersoll Rand

IEDC; ICMA

Increased Employment –
white collar sector

See #8.

CID; PIO

Davidson Housing
Coalition (workforce
development staff);
Centralina WIB

NCESC

Increased Employment –
blue collar & service
sectors

Staff time;
See #8

CID; PIO

LKN Chamber of
Commerce;SCORE;
PiES

Kaufman Foundation; Main
Street program; Charlotte
web-portal

Increased commercial
building occupancy,
employment, tax revenue

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY14/15

Intellectual
Capital & Civic
Entrepreneurs

Intellectual
Capital & Civic
Entrepreneurs

Restructure/expand program
to interview/survey businesses
in conjunction with LKNEDC.

Employment
Diversity

Revise program to
visit/interview/survey
businesses (10+ employees) in
Davidson once yearly.

Employment
Expansion

a. Program to
visit/interview/survey
businesses (10+ employees) in
Davidson once yearly.
b. Revise Program currently
used for new businesses to
include existing resources for
expansion.

Reposition Davidson within
the regional economy

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Communication

Revise Program/Policy
regarding communication to
express life long learning and
business friendly environment.

22. Internally discuss
economic development &
sustainability goals with all
town departments and staff

Administration,
CID, PIO

DCIC

All town staff supporting
and working toward
improved performance

Staff time;
implement
without
additional
cost.
Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY13/14
Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $5,000 for
FY 13/14
budget
Staff time;
Cost estimate
of $5,000 for
FY 13/14
budget

Public Relations

Revise Program/Policy
regarding communication to
express life long learning and
business friendly environment.

Administration ,
CID, PIO

DCIC; LKNEDC; VLN

Town websites;
www.Davidsonnews.net

Davidson Citizens and
businesses working
toward improved
performance

Public Relations

New Program to create a
business attraction promotion
(other than retail – in key
clusters)

23. Externally communicate
to citizenry as well as other
organizations in town its
goals for economic
sustainability
24. Attract business and
industry to Davidson by
creating an E-Brochure

CID, PIO

DCIC; LKNEDC

Longmont, CO letter & jump
drive presentation (sample);
IEDC

Increased inquiries for
business assistance or
space in Davidson

Public Relations

New Program to create a
business attraction promotion
(other than retail – in key
clusters)

25. Improve Brand Identity of
Davidson in digital world –
through social media;
consider manifesto or other
document.

CID, PIO

DCIC; LKNEDC

FaceBook; LinkedIN; Twitter;
IEDC; IDDA; Main Street;
Beaufort, SC – Micropolitan
Manifesto (sample);
www.strongtowns.org ;

Increased inquiries for
business assistance or
space in Davidson

Engagement
with Economic
Development
Organizations

New Program to create a
business attraction promotion
(other than retail – in key
clusters)

26. Create & Facilitate a
quarterly roundtable with
Lake Norman area business
leaders, economic
development/chamber
organizations (similar to
Mayors/Managers meetings)

Administration,
CID

LKN EDC; MI EDC;
Charlotte Chamber ED
Department; Regional
Partnership; NC Dept.
of Commerce

Increased inquiries for
business assistance or
space in Davidson

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY14/15

Measure Performance and promote
accountability

Guiding
Principle

Issue

Recommendation & Strategy

Goal & Task

Department
(Public)

P3 Partner
(Private/Organization)

Tools & Resources
( Appendix C)

Benchmark

Economic
Sustainability

Benchmark

Revised Program/Policy to
establish performance
measures around Town
Strategic Goals as well as
those in the Comprehensive &
Economic Development Plans
– this includes a Dashboard
for transparency with
citizenry.

27. Determine existing
benchmarks as outlined above
by obtaining data through
existing sources or by
research/inventory

Administration;
CID; Planning

DCIC

Report tables – Section IV

Performance based on
agreed upon
measures/metrics

Staff time;
implement
without
additional
cost.

Benchmark

New/Revised Program/Policy
to establish performance
measures around Town
Strategic Goals as well as
those in the Comprehensive &
Economic Development Plans
– this includes a Dashboard
for transparency with
citizenry.

28. Obtain benchmark and
performance software to
assist in tracking performance
of all departments

Administration;
CID; Town
Board

DCIC

www.ci.rockhill.sc.us/dashboard.html

Performance based on
agreed upon
measures/metrics

Staff time;
Future cost
estimate to be
determined
for FY14/15.

New/Revised Program/Policy
to establish performance
measures around Town
Strategic Goals as well as
those in the Comprehensive &
Economic Development Plans
– this includes a Dashboard
for transparency with
citizenry.

29. Communicate internally
benchmark baseline, goals
and performance.
30. Communicate externally
benchmark baseline, goals
and performance

Performance,
Transparency &
Accountability

IBMCognos/Smarter Planet –
performance software;
www.myprotrackplus.com/De
moRequest

Administration;
CID; PIO

DCIC

See above

Benchmarks
to include
revenue
improvements
/changes.
Performance based on
agreed upon
measures/metrics

Staff time;
implement
FY 14/15
without
additional
cost.
Benchmarks
to include
revenue
improvements
/changes.

Section V
Appendix
A
Case Studies
The case studies included in this section of the report are intended to provide a comparative
illustration of how communities communicate their value, highlight assets and attract investment.
They include cities who have successfully accomplished fulfillment of economic development
strategies similar to those suggested here. To illustrate the cities of Beaufort, SC and Longmont,
CO are included.
Additionally, recognizing that Davidson is in fact a college town,
comparable size college towns that have been ranked in US News
“Best Ranked US Liberal Arts Colleges” were considered based
upon their size and distance from a major metropolitan area.
Davidson College is a suburban private liberal arts college.
Founded in 1837 and totaling 665 acres with an arboretum, it
currently enrolls approximately 1,742 students. It is ranked #11 by
US News. By comparison, the following college towns were
considered:




Lexington, VA
Swarthmore, PA
Wellesley, MA
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V.1 CASE STUDY - City of Beaufort, SC
During the research process for operationalizing the guiding principles, the team spoke with communities and developers.
Craig Lewis of The Lawrence Group was included in these interviews due to his vast knowledge about Davidson and the
numerous communities in which the firm had been involved with planning issues, design issues, writing of codes and
ordinances, and with organizational changes resulting from process revision. He and his firm are currently engaged in
assisting Beaufort, SC in realizing some of the same goals discussed in this section of the report. We asked Craig to write
his thoughts about what is happening in that South Carolina city, located midway between Charleston and Hilton Head,
SC. This case study illustrates many of the guiding principles in action. His comments are included here for your review
and consideration:
The City of Beaufort, SC (population 12,000) has been transitioning to a
full form-based code for the previous two years in partnership with
Beaufort County. In order to properly calibrate such a detailed ordinance
the City decided that it was necessary to retain the services of the
Lawrence Group to develop a lot-by-lot, block-by-block Civic Master
Plan that combined the desired future build-out/redevelopment of the
city with the necessary civic infrastructure. Given the depth of the
program and the need to supplement existing staff resources, the
Lawrence Group and the City, through their Redevelopment
Commission, entered into a partnership to create the Office of Civic
Investment (OCI).
OCI is a combination of city staff, on-site Lawrence Group staff, remote
and part-time Lawrence Group planning and design staff, and related
contract staff as needed such as market economists and transportation planners/engineers. This multidisciplinary approach to city building enables the city to have a depth of resources at the table to assist
both the city and client/applicants with the development process. OCI is able to convert a client/
applicant’s vision and program into an appropriate design solution through the generation of high
quality site plans and drawings in a very short period of time. In short, the city through its OCI program
has a depth and breadth of resources which enable it to provide a wide variety of services to the greater
community without dramatically expanding their staff or stretching their resources.
In addition to the development of the Civic Master Plan, OCI is also charged with administering the
two form-based codes that apply to areas where the city is making significant infrastructure investments
– Boundary Street (US 21 Business) and Bladen Street. OCI provides City Architect services to these
projects through a careful review of site and building details for conformity with the design standards of
the codes. The City Architect is granted some discretionary review to interpret and modify certain
standards on a site by site basis in accordance with a guiding policy. The intent is to streamline the
development process through the elimination of the use of overly-subjective boards and unpredictable
timelines.
Most importantly, OCI has been charged with changing the perception of the city as being closed to
new development to one in which they are “open for business.” OCI serves as both project
administrator and project advocate. OCI doesn’t find out reasons to say no to otherwise good
development consistent with the vision of the Civic Master Plan. Instead, it works hand in hand with the
client/applicant to facilitate them through the development process as smoothly as possible. This
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includes not only working through the city’s regulatory structure but also working with related agencies
as well include Beaufort-Jasper Water and Sewer Authority, SCDOT, etc. Members of the
Redevelopment Commission often get involved as advocates for projects and serve as vocal citizen
representatives on behalf of the client/applicant.
A typical project development will begin as follows:
Pre-Application Meeting: Client/Applicant meets with OCI/Planning staff to review the proposed
development plan, shares the City’s vision as detailed in the Civic Master Plan, identifies any
key regulatory hurdles, and provides a review process, timeliness, and related forms
OCI/Planning Staff follows up with client/applicant with any outstanding questions/comments
on the application
Client/Applicant submit development to TRC for review – typically this review is for “horizontalonly” engineering plans. Utilities engineering are not required at this stage.
If the project is located in the Historic District or in any “design overlay districts” (suburban
corridors not covered by form-based codes), the project is submitted to the Design Review
Board or Historic Review Board (as applicable) for their review at their next monthly meeting.
OCI/Planning Staff will review the proposal and provide staff commentary to the client/applicant
and Board for their consideration
The typical timeline from the initial pre-application meeting to preliminary entitlements (mostly
zoning and design review) is approximately 2-3 months.
All subdivisions are reviewed and approved at the TRC level (technical staff). Only rezoning and text
amendments go before the City Council. On occasion, Special Exceptions are necessary (the South
Carolina equivalent of Special Use Permits). These are handled by the Zoning Board of Adjustment,
though in Beaufort, this number is quite low.
The key to this process is having experienced designers at the
table who understand the development process and having a
detailed Civic Master Plan that clearly articulates the private and
public expectations for development and redevelopment. In
addition, the Redevelopment Commission is an integral part of
the development process and helps to provide a “non-staff”
presence which client/applicants find both calming and helpful.
In the past year, the city and OCI have dramatically repositioned the perception of the city as being
welcoming to high quality development. As a result, the City’s development activity has shown
significant increases and in 2011 outpaced 2007, the peak of the bubble, as their best year ever. It is
also important to note that many of these projects were complex housing infill and mixed-use
redevelopment. While the city still struggles with two ordinances – form-based codes for certain
geographies and a conventional ordinance for the balance of the city – they are working diligently
towards the consolidation of the community’s vision into one form-based code for the entire city. The
draft is complete and they anticipate full adoption later this year.
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CASE STUDY - City of Longmont, CO
This city is most known in economic development circles for its work in “Economic Gardening”
focusing on local small business and entrepreneurism. Often referred to as a
“home-grown” approach, economic gardening seeks to help existing companies
grow larger, rather than trying to woo large corporations to relocate to a
community/region. Rather than traditional business assistance services and
operational issues, economic gardening deals with strategic growth challenges
such as penetrating new markets, refining business models and developing high
performance teams. Longmont has grown its garden to over 9,000 businesses. It
also includes a local branch of Regis University, with 5,5,94 students, ranked 31st in US News.
Longmont, CO was named one of the top 100 places to live in the
US - twice, in 2006 & 2008 by Money Magazine who criteria for
small livable cities includes job opportunities, good schools, open
space, housing and plenty to do. It is 16 miles from Boulder and
37 miles from Denver. This suburban city has a population of
86,270 with a median household income of $56,025. The visitors
website focuses on things to do, trips to take and group/meetings
and despite its size has retained its small town life. Similar to
Davidson, they are also in the midst of a transit station area plan
for its proposed FasTracks commuter rail.
The Town’s website is very business focused, focuses also on environmental sustainability, the
transit discussion and resident information. A sample e-brochure was provided as a sample of what
Davidson might consider to promote its assets and quality of life to attract new business.
www.ci.longmont.co.us
www.visitlongmont.org

Like Davidson, it is also in the midst of station area planning and revitalization of downtown based
upon a proposed expansion of commuter rail and other transit issues. Davidson’s geographic
position is similar to Longmont, in that it competes with Bolder and Denver for attracting larger
employers, therefore would benefit from further understanding and implementing the economic
gardening models employed in Longmont and other communities.
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CASE STUDY - City of Lexington, VA
Washington and Lee University is located in historic Lexington, Va., three hours southwest of
Washington, D.C. Washington and Lee University is a private institution that was founded in 1749.
It has a total undergraduate enrollment of 1,759, its setting is rural, and the campus size is 322
acres. It is ranked #12 by US News.
Lexington is a rural city located in the mountains of Virginia. With a
population of 7,042 its median household income is $31,571. It is
home of approximately 532 businesses, thus relies heavily on the
college and tourism for its economic growth.
The website is focused on tourism and highlights a traditional main
street, shopping, dining with special focus on the college events and
outdoors (ecotourism). Main website includes a visitors
guide - which requires an email action request. Very good
website, with the visitors guide appearing at top of search
engines. The town’s website is a footnote, providing more
resident information.
www.lexingtonvirginia.com

Similar to Lexington, Davidson has the natural resources and recreation possibility that would
attract visitors for the Lake, greenways and other passive recreation. Therefore, may consider a
visit to this community to gain a better understanding as to its tourism efforts and how this
impacts their local economy.
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CASE STUDY - Town of Swarthmore, PA
Swarthmore College is located just 11 miles southwest of Philadelphia—far enough away to have a
400-acre campus that is designated as an arboretum. The school was founded by the Religious
Society of Friends (Quakers), but has no religious affiliation today. Swarthmore College is a private
institution that was founded in 1864. It has a total undergraduate
enrollment of 1,524, its setting is suburban, and the campus size is
425 acres. Swarthmore College is part of the Tri-College Consortium
with Bryn Mawr and Haverford. It is ranked #3 in US News.
Swarthmore is most like Davidson both in its demographics as well
as its downtown. Its 2010 population is 6,194 with a median
household income of $119,342. There are currently 908 businesses
located in this college town.
Similar to Davidson, the Borough’s website
provides information about the town with links
to pages regarding its Arboretum, Downtown
and Farmer’s market. There is a Swarthmore
Main Street, Inc. identifying it as a Main Street
community of the National Trust for Historic
Preservation (similar to Davidson and the NC
program).
Davidson may find some ways to differentiate
itself and how it reconciles its town and gown
challenges and collaborates with its partners.
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CASE STUDY - Town of Wellesley, MA
Wellesley College, located 12 west miles outside of Boston in Wellesley, Mass., has a scenic campus
encompassing a lake, woodlands, an arboretum, and open meadows. Wellesley College is a private
institution that was founded in 1870. It has a total
undergraduate enrollment of 2,411, its setting is suburban, and
the campus size is 500 acres. It is a liberal arts college for
women and is one of the original Seven Sisters Colleges, which
includes Mount Holyoke, Vassar, Smith, Radcliffe (now part of
Harvard), Bryn Mawr, and Barnard.
Wellesley’s 2010 population totaled 27,982 with a median
household income of $139,784. There was no information
readily available regarding the number of
businesses. This very affluent bedroom
community has a vibrant and successful
downtown. However, the Town’s website is
very government focused and has no
information about visiting, shopping or
dining. There is a link to the Chamber, which
also is limited and not very welcoming.
www.wellesleyma.gov
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Section V
Appendix
B
Data &
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Section V
Appendix
C
Toolkits &
Resources
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Section VI
Addendum
Technical
Memorandum of
Fiscal Impacts
Little Gate Development
South Main - Alexander Assemblage
(pending)
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Limiting Conditions
ASSUMPTIONS AND LIMITING CONDITIONS
Purpose and intended users
This study is intended to paint a macro overview of current and possible future demand for various product types
and uses for the Client. Although property specific information is provided, no attempt is made to provide
property specific valuations.
While no study can guarantee success of any individual project, development or community, widely recognized
data methodologies and collection techniques have been applied to the data available to arrive at the conclusions in
the report.
As part of this Report the following assumptions were made, and I certify that, to the best of my
knowledge and belief:
 Statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
 Data collected from third parties is assumed to be accurate and reliable, reasonable effort has been made to
verify said information however, no responsibility for its accuracy is assumed by the consultant.
 Where performed, direct surveys, focus groups, and interviews were recorded into summary notations for
inclusion the study.
 My analysis, opinions and conclusions were developed using standardized and recognized real estate
techniques.
 Demographic information was provided by The Site To Do Business, and its data provider, ESRI.
 Demographic information is based on the 2000 and 2010 census.
 I have personally inspected the study area that is the subject of this report
 My engagement in this assignment was not predicated on a predetermined result.
 The payment for this assignment was not predicated on a specific result.
 The consultant will not be required to give testimony or to appear in court to any pre-trail conference or
appearance required by subpoena, with reference to the study in question, unless timely arrangements have
been previously made therefore, at prevailing per diem rates.
Timing
This study is as of the date specified in the report, and no other. It is based on our evaluation of conditions that to
the best of our knowledge existed at that time. The writers cannot be responsible for subsequent occurrences or
conditions that could affect market valuations, conditions or statistics.
Conditions
Our opinions and forecast of trends in the market, income from all sources, expenses, and net income figures are
speculative in nature and cannot be guaranteed. If any errors are found the right to revise our calculations,
conclusions, or any information contained in the study is reserved. The forecasts, projections, or operating
estimates contained herein are based on current market conditions, anticipated supply and demand factors, and a
stable economy. These forecasts are therefore subject to changes in future conditions.
Where values of land or improvements are shown separately, the value of each is segregated only as an aid to
better estimate the value of the whole; and the value shown for either may, or may not, be its correct value. In
addition, the study must be considered as a whole and considering statements and conclusions out of context
could lead to erroneous conclusions by the reader.
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Limiting Conditions
Therefore, no part of this study is to be used out of context or by itself alone, or as the evidence upon which a
final value judgment is based. This study does not purport to be an all inclusive list of all the considerations
undertaken in order to arrive at our opinion of market conditions. The study is a summary of our findings and
does not include all of the data considered by the consultant since it would be impractical to present it in its
entirety.
This study shall not be used as a basis for a selling or purchase price, or as security for a loan, or for insurance,
taxes, financial statements or any other purpose. The reader is reminded that our conclusions are estimates and
speculative in nature and cannot be guaranteed. No responsibility is assumed by the consultant for the sellers or
lenders inability to obtain a purchaser, or dispose of the property at the value estimated nor within the time frame
estimated herein. Neither are our conclusions meant to be a recommendation to use the subject as collateral for a
loan or to buy, sell or lease, zone or tax any property in the Study Area at any given price.
Comparables
Information regarding sales and rentals of comparable properties was obtained from sources believed to be
reliable, and the information is believed by the consultant to be accurate. The reliability of such sources, and the
accuracy and completeness of the information cannot, however, be guaranteed. Neither can we guarantee that all
pertinent information was revealed to the consultant.
Information Provided
Plats and other drawings were provided to the consultant by others; and while they are believed to be accurate,
their correctness cannot be guaranteed. The study is subject to the effects on value caused by matters which a
current and correct survey would show. Again, the writers are not engineers and, therefore, a current and
complete survey is required in reviewing our conclusions. All plot plans and other illustrative materials are included
only to assist the reader in visualizing the property, and should not be used for any other purpose.
Not Engineers
The consultants are not engineers and make no representations as to the structural soundness or conditions of
buildings, condition of the heating and air conditioning units or other equipment, or any needed repairs.
The writers assume that there are no unsafe materials in the Study Area and that no environmental hazards of any
kind are present unless specifically referred to. The reader is cautioned that the consultant is not qualified to
recognize the existence or extent of use of such unsafe materials including asbestos, radon gas, formaldehyde gas,
traces of dumping, lead or lead paint, or any environmental hazards.
Hazardous Materials
The consultant is not qualified to judge the effects or hazards created by any prior occupant of the property who
may have been suffering from a communicable disease, and the writers offer no opinions or comments on this
subject. It is the responsibility of the reader to ascertain whether or not there was a prior occupant with a
communicable disease, or prior use of any kind, that could create a hazard, and the degree of hazard this may
present to future occupants.
The consultant is not qualified to make representation as to soil conditions, including but not limited to its ability
to support foundations, to drain properly, slippage (soil, rock, etc.) depressions, sinkholes, or for any other defect.
Neither are we qualified to detect flood or environmental hazards such as chemical waste, refuse or any other
contamination or soil, or building condition that might affect the use or value of the property, nor are we qualified
to detect or recognize wetlands, or flood hazards unless specific information regarding such is availed to us. Our
study is based upon the assumption that none of these adverse conditions exist, unless it is specifically stated
otherwise in the body of the report.
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Laws
It is assumed that there is full compliance with all applicable federal, state and local environmental, zoning, safety,
and all other applicable regulations and laws unless noncompliance is stated, defined, and considered herein.
It is assumed that all required licenses, certificates of occupancy, consents, or other legislative or administrative
authority from any local, state, or national government or private entity or organization have been or can be
obtained or renewed for any use on which the value estimate contained herein is based.
Information provided
Information concerning taxes and other financial data was supplied by sources believed to be reliable. Reliability of
the sources and the accuracy of the information cannot be guaranteed by the consultant.
Reasonable assumptions
Inherent in our approaches to the study is the assumption that the Study Area and properties located therein will
enjoy prudent management, and responsible ownership, with appropriate financial strength and professional skills,
and that information provided to the consultant by the owners concerning financial statements or projections are
accurate. The consultant assumes that existing tax legislation of all kinds will remain the same as it is on the date of
the appraisal unless changes are specifically discussed in the body of the report. It is assumed that financing for the
subject property is and will be normal and customary, unless otherwise stated in the report.
Use of Photographs and postcards in this report
Historical maps, photographs and postcards have been used throughout this report to illustrate historical
landmarks, locations of buildings, or cultural and historical trends. Where possible credit to photographers have
been provided. Any omission of credit is not intentional. Given the age of many of these works, its unlikely any
copyright or trademark violation has occurred from the uses of these items. The authors of this report are glad to
remove any postcards or photographs that might contain a copyright if notified in writing.
Data Collection
Every reasonable effort has been made to ensure that the data contained herein reflects accurate information. It is
believed to be reliable. The consultants, however, assume no responsibility for inaccuracies in reporting by others
or from any other sources. In no event will the consultant be liable for direct, or indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential damages arising out of the use of, or inability to use, this report.
Errors/Corrections
If any reader or user of this report is aware of the omission of or an error in any fact or condition that renders any
of the preceding assumptions inaccurate, erroneous, or invalid, the report must be immediately returned to the
consultant with such fact or condition set forth in writing, so that the study may be corrected accordingly.
Document Use
While this document is the property of the Client, being a public entity, this document should only be taken in the
context of the Study Area.. Possession of this study or a copy thereof, does not carry with it the right of
publication. The consultant by reason of this study, is not required to give further consultation or testimony or be
in attendance in court, with reference to the subject property unless prior arrangements have been made and
disclosed.
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